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Editorial Preface 

From the Desk  of  Managing Editor… 

“The question of whether computers can think is like the question of whether submarines can swim.”  

― Edsger W. Dijkstra, the quote explains the power of Artificial Intelligence in computers with the changing 

landscape. The renaissance stimulated by the field of Artificial Intelligence is generating multiple formats 

and channels of creativity and innovation. 

This journal is a special track on Artificial Intelligence by The Science and Information Organization and aims 

to be a leading forum for engineers, researchers and practitioners throughout the world. 

The journal reports results achieved; proposals for new ways of looking at AI problems and include 

demonstrations of effectiveness. Papers describing existing technologies or algorithms integrating multiple 

systems are welcomed. IJARAI also invites papers on real life applications, which should describe the current 

scenarios, proposed solution, emphasize its novelty, and present an in-depth evaluation of the AI 

techniques being exploited. IJARAI focusses on quality and relevance in its publications.  

In addition, IJARAI recognizes the importance of international influences on Artificial Intelligence and seeks 

international input in all aspects of the journal, including content, authorship of papers, readership, paper 

reviewers, and Editorial Board membership. 

The success of authors and the journal is interdependent. While the Journal is in its initial phase, it is not only 

the Editor whose work is crucial to producing the journal. The editorial board members , the peer reviewers, 

scholars around the world who assess submissions, students, and institutions who generously give their 

expertise in factors small and large— their constant encouragement has helped a lot in the progress of the 

journal and shall help in future to earn credibility amongst all the reader members.  

I add a personal thanks to the whole team that has catalysed so much, and I wish everyone who has been 

connected with the Journal the very best for the future. 

 

Thank you for Sharing Wisdom! 
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CBR in the service of accident cases evaluating 
Application to the safety of rail-road transport systems. 

Lassaâd Mejri 

IFSTAAR - French Institute of Science and 

Technology of Transport, Planning and Networks 

Faculty of Science of Bizerte 

University of Carthage 

Tunisia 

Sofian Madi, Henda Ben Ghézala 

RIADI-GDL Laboratory,  

National School of Computer Science 

University of Manouba 

Tunisia 

 

 
Abstract—This paper introduces a research aiming at the 

development of a decision support system concerning the 

approval of automated railway transportation systems. The 

objective is to implement a valuation method for the degree of 

compliance of the automated transportation system in-group of 

safety standards by the analysis of the scenarios of accident. To 

reach this target, we envisaged an approach Rex (Return of 

experience) who draws the lessons of accidents / incidents lived 

and/or imagined by the experts of the analysis of security in the 

IFSTAAR. Our approach consists in offering a decision support 

in the side of the experts of the certification based on a reuse of 

the scenarios of accidents already validated historically on other 

approved transportation systems. This approach Rex is very 

useful since it provides to the experts a class of scenarios of 

accidents similar to the new case treated and getting closer to the 

context of new case. The Case-based reasoning is then exploited 

as a mode of reasoning by analogy allowing to choose and to 

recollect one under group of historical cases that can help in the 

resolution of the new case introduced by the experts. Process-

Oriented Case-Based Reasoning (PO-CBR) is a growing 

application area in which CBR is used to address problems 

involving process data in a variety of specialized domains. PO-

CBR systems often use structured cases. Our approach is 

characterized by a two-phased retrieval strategy. A first phase 

consists in retrieving a set of cases to be considered (a class of 

cases most similar to a problem to resolve). In a second phase, a 

more fine grained strategy is then applied to the pool of candidate 

cases already selected by the mean of similarity measures. This 

approach can enhance the process of retrieving cases compared 

to an exhaustive case-by-case comparison. 

Keywords-componentSecurity of transport;  Artificial Intelligence; 

Ontology; Case-Based Reasoning; Resolution scenario; Scenario of 

accident. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

A scenario of accident or of incident is seen as a dynamic 
evolution of a habitual situation in the transportation system 
until the point of attaining a risky situation. This undesirable 
situation in terms of security is then exploited to reinforce the 
security of the system by acting on functions of security and 
adequate automatisms. The experts of the certification have to 
study the transportation system in order to bring out its 
compliance with recognized guideline of railway security and 
have to decide to accord him an interim or final amenity before 
its bet in site.  

In another side, the constructors of the transportation 
system put in contribution the report of security study given by 
the experts in order to improve the security level of their 
transportation systems. The simulation of accidents is an 
essential activity of the experts that puts in contribution the 
mind of analysis and of synthesis of the human experts. An 
analysis of the different components of the transportation 
system and their modes of faults allows envisaging the summed 
up faults of the system. These summed up faults when injected 
into the model of Petri allow to the experts to make scenarios 
of accidents. All scenarios made by the experts allow having an 
idea of the compliance degree of the transportation system 
offered by the constructor in norms and guidelines of security. 
Currently a model of feasibility of the approach based on case 
is under way. This model uses ontology of the domain of the 
transport allowing the unification of the vocabulary used in 
analysis of railway security. 

II. CONCEPT OF ACCIDENT SCENARIO 

A scenario of accident represents an unsecured situation 
concerning automated transport system. This potential 
insecurity should be solved by proposing a solution to be 
adopted in order to overcome the risk that it represents 
(example: collision between two underground oars or 
derailment of the way etc.). A scenario is a combination of 
circumstances that can lead to a danger. It is jointly described 
by attributes of situation that give an idea of insecurity and 
attributes of solution to adopt to ruin or to reduce the risk of 
insecurity. These descriptors take a census of several 
parameters, which report a risk / functions of security / actors / 
the geographical zone / breakdowns touching a part of the 
system / solutions adopted to ruin risk (See Figure 1.) 

Scenario of 

accident

Functions in 

Relation to 

the Risk

(FRR)

Risks (R)

Adopted Solution 

(AS)

Summarized 

failures

(PR)

Incidental 

Functions (IF)

Involved Actors 

(IA)

Geographical 

Areas

(ZG)

Standard of 

cantonment  (SC)

 

Figure 1.  The parameters of static description of an accident scenario 
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III. PREVIOUS WORKS 

This problem of analyzing security was already treated 
according to a first approach during the thesis jobs of [17] and 
[10]. The accomplished jobs had led, first, to the 
implementation of a feasibility model and to the achievement 
of an acquisition and classification system of the scenarios of 
accidents called ACASYA. In order to help the experts in their 
activity of valuation of accidents scenarios, ACASYA 
articulates around three supplementary stages (See figure 2): 

 First, classify the scenario of accident in a predefined 
class with the assistance of classification algorithm. 
Every class of scenarios is characterized by a 
description composed by the most pertinent scenarios 
descriptors of the class. 

 Then, evaluate the scenario offered by the constructor 
in reference to the membership class found in the 
previous stage to restrain the exploration space. The 
evaluation consists of testing the completeness and the 
coherence of a scenario of accident. 

 Generate new unsecured situations by putting in 
contribution the superfluous and/or missing elements 
of description discerned in valuation by EVALSCA. 

 

Figure 2.  ACASYA System Architecture [17], [10]. 

The first results of the valuation of our research works 
applied to the domain of the analysis of security [17], allowed 
us to try so to identify a more generic model of acquisition of 
knowledge [20], and a stage step more general for the 
resolution of problem [19]. 

IV. OUR CURRENT RESEARCH FOCUS 

In the previous works, several borders were disclosed and 
deserve one particular attention for our current works: 

 ACASYA limited itself to exploit the static description 
of the scenario of accident. Although, this description 
is related easily to an example of training (chip of pair 
< Attribute/value>), it does not allow only to report the 
wealth of an accident which makes intercede several 

material/software and human actors and implicates 
several automatism and functions of security, etc. It 

would be then natural to take advantage from all 
the forms of description of scenario: dynamic, 
textual and graphic description. 

 The static aspect of the scenarios of accidents 
represents the general context of the problem put down 
by accident as well as precautionary or corrective 
measures (adopted solutions). However, it gives no 
idea of the holding of scenarios in time and in space. It 
is only the dynamic description, which takes 
responsibility for it. This dynamic description takes a 
well part in simulation. 

 The language of description used in the static panel of 
the scenarios of accidents misses a total coherence and 
do not consults any terminology or vocabulary well 
defined in the domain. It is then opportune to 
supplement this language in order to set up a domain 
ontology, which would raise all used concepts, 
relations between concepts and authorities of these 
concepts in the domain. This ontology would be a 
reference frame to describe the scenarios of accidents 
and to measure their completeness and pertinence of 
syntactic and semantic angle. 

 ACASYA operates in classifying theoffered scenarios 
of accidents by the constructor to report its 
acceptability to a group of classes of scenario 
predefinedby the experts. ACASYA leads by training 
for each from the predefined classes to a 
characteristic description of the class under the form 
<Attribute/Values/frequency of appearance in its 
class>. One brings closer then according to a similarity 
measure to the description of a class of scenarios to a 
new scenario (static description): the one for whom it 
represents the best similarity score according to the 
common attributes/values. It would be more opportune 
to go through the different scenarios of the class in 
order to measure similarity inter-scenarios. This, to 
spot the best historical scenarios of accident (the most 
similar to the new scenario) stocked in the database. 
This include a case-based reasoning (CBR) and not 
a purely inductive mechanism. Indeed, we consider 
CBR to be the means of the return of experience 
(Rex) in the field of the analysis of security. 

 Another problem in the existing system is because of 
knowledge representation model (scenario) and the 
problem resolution model (induction): these are two 
separated elements and remind a classic approach of 
treatment. Moreover, in an approach based on 

knowledge, it turns more and more in research to 
include the method of resolution of problem. 

The following sections are then going to be dedicated to 
introduce the model of case as we envisage it as well as at jobs 
undertaken in the group to set up the ontology of domain. This 
model of case is envisaged to be honest with dynamic 
description and favors the simulation of case of accidents to 
report notably the analysis of security. The final section will be 
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reserved for the presentation of the general steps based on case 
adopted for the strengthening of the analysis of security and to 
help in the decision of the experts. 

V. CASE-BASED REASONING (CBR) 

The Case Based Reasoning is a type of reasoning in 
Artificial Intelligence AI. Case based reasoning means 
remembering past situations similar to the current situation and 
by these situations to help resolve the current situation. The 
case based reasoning (CBR) is a form of reasoning by analogy 
[10, 20].  The analogy searches for cause and effect relation in 
past situations and transfer them to the current situation. The 
case based reasoning research only looks for   similarities or 
proximity relations between past situations and the current 
situation. The C.B.R. Considers reasoning as a process of 
remembering a small set of practical situations: the cases, it 
bases its decisions on the comparison of the new situation 
(target cases) with the old (reference cases). The general 
principle of CBR is to treat a new problem (target case) by 
remembering similar past experiences (base case) [10, 20]. This 
type of reasoning rests on the assumption that if a past 
experience and new circumstances are sufficiently similar, then 
everything can be explained or applied to past experience (base 
case) and remains valid when applied to the new situation 
which represents the new problem to solve. From a very global 
view, the CBR uses a basis of experience or case, a mechanism 
for searching and retrieving similar  cases  and  an  adaptation  
mechanism  and  evaluation solutions of selected cases 
emanating in order to   solve the specified problem [28] (See 
Figure. 3). 

A “case” is a structured representation of a composed 
history crossed or imagined [15]. According to [24], a case can 
be defined as a group of contextual knowledge teaching a 
lesson. A CBR process passes by the four following stages: 

 Recall stage: further to the development of a target 
case, a research is performed in the database of cases to 
find those likely to resolve the problem. 

 

Figure 3.  Cycle case based reasoning (CBR) [18]. 

 Adaptation stage: This stage is necessary because the 
recollected case is never strictly the same as the new 
case. It consists in changing the solution of the 
recollected case to consider difference between 
specifications of problems. It asks for specific 
knowledge of adaptation that is always easy neither to 
model nor to implement. 

 Revision stage: After its generation by the system, 
offered solution is tested in order to be validated during 
the revision stage, which is generally external to the 
system. 

 Memorization or training stage: This stage of the 
CBR cycle tries to improve knowledge at the origin of 
chess met by solution and to enrich the database of 
case with new resolute cases. 

Three CBR representation of case exist in the art state. 

A. The structural model 

In this model, all important characteristics that describe a 
case are beforehand determined by the system designer. The 
similarity between two cases is measured according to the 
distance between the values of the same attributes. This 
distance is often estimated by Euclidean measures or by 
Hamming measures. The total similarity between two cases is 
habitually estimated by a sum balanced of the similarity of each 
attributes. All works on the adaptation of case are led as part of 
the structural model. 

B. The conversational model 

In the structural model, a problem must be completely 
described before the research in the database of case starts. 
Moreover, this requirement presupposes an expertise of the 
application area, which is not the case with all the users of 
CBR systems. As its name points, the interactive model bets on 
correlation between the user and the system (from which the 
notion of “dialogue”) to define problem progressively, to be 
solved and to choose the most appropriate solutions. In the 
interactive diagram, the correlation between the system and the 
user is made as follows: 

 The user gives to the system a short textual description 
of the problem that will be solved and the system 
calculates the similarity between this description and 
the “problem” section of cases. The system offers then 
to the user a series of questions. 

 The user chooses the questions that he wants to 
answer. For every answer given by the user, the system 
reassesses the similarity of each of cases. The 
questions that did not have received an answer are 
introduced in descending order of priority. 

C. The textual modal  

The practitioners of the domain have determined the 
borders of the structural approach and so they offered other 
models to spread its application in various domains. In this 
approach, textual cases are “not-structured” or “semi-
structured”. They are “not-structured” if their description is 
completely “Free-text”. They are “semi-structured” when the 
text is cut up in portions labeled by descriptors such as 
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“problem”, “solution”, etc. Textual CBR differs from that 
structural in whom texts are simply character strings. 

VI. CONCEPT OF ACCIDENT CASE 

Certification Experts use the terminology “scenario” to 
express an accident. This concept is richer than the concept of 
cases found in literature. Indeed, an accident brings all the three 
complementary descriptive views of the accident (See Figures 
5,6): 

A. Textual descrption versus textual model of cases 

It is about a text, which explains the holding of accident. 
For example, we give the description given by the experts for 
the scenario N°34 in the database (See figure 4). 

 

Figure 4.  Textual description of an accident scenario. 

This description is similar to the textual model of case in 
which, textual cases are “not-structured”. Their description is 
completely in “Free-text”. However, it is possible in this text to 
spot the problem part in sentences 1) 2) 3) and the solution part 
in 4). 

B. Static description versus strustural model of cases 

It is a group of descriptive parameters of a scenario in the 
form of a chip <Attribute/Values>. Then at this level, it takes a 
census of several characteristic parameters, which give an 
account of the accident description. Static description is similar 
to the structural model of case that was well and strongly used 
in the ACASYA system. 

C. Dynamic description versus conversational model of cases 

It is a dynamic view of the sequential holding of an 
accident in the time and in the space. This representation calls 
Petri in as a formalism in which places correspond to states, 
transitions correspond to the possibilities of evolution from a 
state to another. This description is related to the interactive 
model of case. In the structural model, the user must have in 
priori a good idea of all factors that can influence the resolution 
of his problem. However, for some problems, it is difficult to 
determine beforehand the aspects of situation. As its name 
points it out, the interactive model bets on correlation between 
the user and the system to define the problem progressively and 
to choose the most appropriate solutions. Dynamic description 
and its execution from a given situation (tokens put in some 
places) could be made only thanks to a dialogue between the 
system and the expert in order to bring some change in the 
system to reach an accident. The purpose of the expert is to 
generate scenarios likely to improve the exhaustiveness of the 
security file of the railway transportation system. 

 

Figure 5.  Case model of accident scenario. 

 

Figure 6.  Structure of accident scenario case. 

VII. DEVELOPING A DOMAIN ONTOLOGY 

A. Presentation 

Reference [4] proposes the following definition:  "an 
explicit specification of conceptualization" that is so far the 
definition most cited in the literature in artificial intelligence. 
This definition was modified slightly [26] as "formal 
specification of a shared conceptualization".  

These two definitions are resumed in [27] as "a formal and 
explicit specification of a shared conceptualization". 

 Formal:  the ontology should be machine readable, 
which excludes natural language. 

 Explicit: the explicit definition of the concepts and 
constraints of their use. 

 Conceptualization : the abstract model of a real world 
phenomenon by identifying the key concepts of this 
phenomenon. 

 Shared: the ontology is not the property of an 
individual, but it represents a consensus accepted by a 
community of users. 

B. The components of ontology  

It is possible and even advisable to use the plural to refer to 
the notion of ontology to reflect the many facets that it covers. 
According to [27] there are several types of anthologies 
according to the model domain and possibly the tasks for 
which they are designed. 
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Ontology can be seen as a lattice of concepts and of 
relations between these concepts intended to represent the 
objects of the world under a comprehensible form at the same 
time by the men and by machineries. Ontology consists of 
concepts and relations as well as properties and axioms [2]. We 
drew inspiration from works of [2] to offer the model of case. 
A case in our system [5] represents a rail accident (See figure 
7). 

 

Figure 7.  Case model in the domain ontology. 

VIII. A UNIFIED MODEL FOR REPRESENTATION AND PROBLEM 

SOLVING TO KNOWLEDGE REUSE 

This model allows homogenization between the knowledge 
representation and its exploitation. It is represented by a 
“scenario of resolution” of problem, which is defined as a 
process of problem resolution. This one is activated by an 
initial problem to be solved. Moreover, this model is described, 
since the beginning of problem up to its completion by 
stressing the different instants of resolution or else to the 
various knowledge and no mobilized views [19].  

A notion of “scenario of resolution is described according 
to two levels of abstractions in downward direction (See figure 
8). Every level illustrates a progress in the process of resolution 

of the problem. “Scenario of resolution is visible by its 
resolution elements, which is a part of the object view of the 
resolution because this element gives the trace of real 
resolution; on the contrary, this one would be deficient to 
illustrate wealth in knowledge of a scenario.  

Indeed, it is the contribution of all the units of resolution, 
which get involved in process and give information about the 
totality of the scenario (from start to finish). 

A. The model of resolution 

This model (See Figure 8) theoretically shows the bases 
used in the process of problem solving. This is a view oriented 
"class of sub-problems" and gives methodical materials, 
procedures and knowledge necessitated to achieve good 
resolution. The view model is based on three axes: 

 The first line: "class problem" informs on the family of 
problems concerned with the resolution. Indeed, 
knowledge modeled at this level is not tied to a specific 
problem, but to a class of similar problems. This is the 
Framework of problem solving. 

 The second line: "Knowledge resolution" provides a 
formal description of knowledge that can be used in a 
possible resolution. This knowledge is both static 
(attributes, values) and dynamic (functions, methods of 
resolution, etc.).. Methods involved in a dynamic 
description can have an immediate character (offer an 
immediate solution), or a reducing character. A method 
has a reducing character when it divides a given 
problem into several sub-problems most basic. 

 The third axis "Viewpoint" reflects a mode of 
observation of the problem. This mode allows 
characterizing the space of attributes and their rating 
scale. If knowledge resolution represents a formal 
theory for a class of problems, the viewpoint reflects 
sensitivity to a particular method given. This is an 
action plan to extract knowledge from formal 
resolution. 

B. The object of resolution 

It shows another view of the complementary model to 
previous resolution. Indeed, this view is just another 
instantiation of "model resolution" as a particular problem. 
This view is also three-dimensional (See Figure 8). It is based 
on three pillars which are the image of the three pillars of the 
view model: 

 Pillar "Problem" which provides information about a 
problem or issue in particular to analyze and 
decompose or solve immediately; 

 Pillar "Background Resolution" :Specifically, the 
context is represented by the set of logical and / or 
physical constraints imposed in problem solving. 
Therefore, constraints represent a "bias" in the 
resolution process. A constraint can be expressed by 
one or more logical conditions of the form <attribute 
value comparison>. It is important to note that the 
context of resolution significantly affects the view. 
Indeed, it is built around the operating point evidenced 
by the actual context of the resolution. In the specific 
problem of transport systems security analysis, the 
context of resolution is represented by “geographical 
zone of accident”, “Human and material actors 
involved”, “causes of accident”,…etc. 

 The last pillar, called "resolution" informs on the 
effective resolution of the problem. This is the 
instantiation of knowledge by solving real parameters 
under particular problem. This instantiation results 
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inthe production of a solution. This solution is 
characterized by the values and attributes set obtained 
after leveraging of useful methods for solving the class 
(i.e.: methods specified in the view). 

 

Figure 8.  Complete diagram of a problem solving scenario 

IX. CBR APPROACH FOR THE EVALUATION OF CASES OF 

ACCIDENTS 

We can note that a scenario is richer than a case as it 
regroups three models of case: The structural, the 
conversational and the textual model. In literature, it is often a 
matter to adopt only one of these three models. According to 
the multiform aspect of a scenario, it is judicious to exploit 
these three models and then to improve the analysis of security 
and not to limit itself to the static description strongly used in 
ACASYA to the detriment of others. We illustrate our offered 
approach as in figure 8. 

A. Knowledge formalization 

It is an upstream stage of our approach. It is necessary to 
construct a platform of data for the analysis of problems. It 
consists in a collection of information and of domain 
knowledge across interviews with the experts of domain, 
documentary resources, and relational databases. Knowledge 
instituted during this stage are formalized under a database 
containing textual, structural and conversational cases, and a 
domain ontology which structures and formalizes knowledge 
exit from this stage. 

B. Classifiying the accident cases 

The classification in ACASYA showed a feedback of 
exploitable information. This classification segment all cases 
into contextual pieces sharing descriptions of problems. These 
contextual pieces represent a general description of a class of 
problem under the formalism <Attribute/value/frequency of 
appearance in a class>. In this sense, each class of accident 
scenarios is represented by both: 

 Extensive description which regroups all scenarios 
belonging to the class. 

 Intensive description which is materialized by a 
characteristic description. This one regroups all the 
descriptors which are more representative in the class: 
descriptors frequently expressed in the scenarios of this 
class. 

This increases the deducted knowledge during the previous 
stage and supervises the analysis space in a simple class.  

C. Recall of accident case 

This stage is very important to focus in the more important 
and relevant cases instead of processing all cases included in 
base of cases [14], [23]. 

In the offered approach, we adopt a Case-Based Reasoning. 
This reasoning is applied in the membership class of the 
problem case. This one is done in order to restrain the treatment 
of the process in a simple class of cases. The first Stage of this 
reasoning is the recall of past accident cases. 

It is about a research stage, which goes through all the cases 
of accident stocked in the class, which was spotted by 
ACASYA in order to identify the closest case with new 
constructive case in reference. A calculation of the total 
similarity between cases is made because of the notion of local 
similarity (between attributes) and by referring to the domain 
ontology, which is a form of normalization of all attributes in 
domain. 

Similarity measure is calculated according to following 
functions: 

Simglobal(Casetarget,Casesource)=∑
i=n

Simlocal(Atarget,i,Asource,i)*Wi 

With:                                                                                  

Wi= The weight of Attribute Asource,i and Atarget,i 

Casetarget= represent the case offered by the constructor. 

Casesource= any case of the class identified by ACASYA. 

n: Number of attributes of the part problem and not solution. 

Simlocal(Atarget,i, Asource,i)=∑
k=p

∂ik 
With:       

∂ik = 1 if the value of Vk de Atraget,i=Vk de Asource,i 

∂ik = 0 if the value of Vk de Atarget,i=Vk de Asource,i 

P = Number of descriptive values of attribute. 

D. Adaptation of accident case 

The evaluation of an accident scenario is to test the 
completeness and coherence. Completeness informed about the 
fact that the accident evaluated includes all descriptors needed 
for a good definition. Consistent informs on the integrity of the 
accident scenario evaluated and the fact that it has no 
unnecessary or redundant descriptors. The assessment leads to 
the detection of causes of the accident and the proposal of 
solutions to overcome this insecurity. This stage could be done 
according to three phases of treatment: 

 Partitioning of descriptors 

 Generation of adaptation rules 

 Adaptation of the most similar case 

1) Partitioning descriptors 
The extension of the evaluation method to the set of 

descriptors has led to a partitioning them in 3 families (fig. 9): 
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TABLE I.  FAMILIES OF DESCRIPTORS IN ACCIDENT SCENARIO. 

Families of 

descriptors 

List of 

Attributes 

List of Possible Values Selecte

d 

Values 

Symptoms 

Descriptors of 

accident Scenario 

Principle of 

Mobile 

Fixed Canton x 

Mobile Canton   

Risk Collision x 

Derailment   

Others   

Functions of 

Security 

Automatic Driven 

Management 

x 

Docking of trains   

Others   

Geographical 

Zone of 

Accident 

Terminated station   

Line x 

Others   

Causes 

Descriptors of 

Accident Scenario 

Involved 

Actors 

Number of trains   

Operator at PCC   

Others   

Secondary 

Functions of 

security 

Management of 
Itineraries 

  

Instructions x 

Others   

Summarized 

Failures 

PR6 : Impossible Start-

up of train 

x 

PR2: Train with 
collision Transmitter 

Failure 

x 

PR17: Alarm masking 
by docking 

x 

Cure Descriptors 

of Accident 

Scenario 

Adopted 

Solutions 

SA12 : Check effective 

docking of Train 

x 

Others   

 

 Descriptors like "symptoms" are used to characterize 
the problem and the context in which the story unfolds 
insecurity. They concern such descriptors: 

(Risk = Collision) (Principle Mobile = township fixed) 
(Location = Terminus) (Actors involved = mobile operator) ... 
etc... 

 The type descriptors "cause" that define human failures 
and / or material leading to danger. Failures elementary 
incorporated more generic groups designated 
"Summarized Failures" (PR) such as: 

(Summarized Troubleshooting = invisible element of the 
driving area Full Auto). 

 The type descriptors "cure" solutions that are intended 
to maintain or restore the operating system and 
therefore limit the impact of failures. In the context of 

transport, these remedies are called Adopted Solutions 
(SA). The remedies are usually offered by the 
manufacturer of the transport system in terms of 
palliative risk such as: 

"Solutions Adopted" = "check list L4 is free." 

2) Generation of adaptation rules 
The generation of adaptation rules is made by comparing 

the cases of accident belonging to the same class. To do this, a 
learning algorithm of rules was applied. We chose the 
algorithm CHARADE [13] to induce a set of rules for 
adaptation from the class of accident scenarios identified in the 
previous step by the classifier. Interest CHARADE system is it 
does not produce a rule base isolated that is to say the rules of 
classification of type: 

IF conjunction of descriptors THEN Class. 

But it can produce outright by inductive inference, a system 
of rules of completion type: 

IF conjunction1 of descriptors THEN Conjunction2 of 
descriptors. 

The empirical induction system CHARADE can detect 
similarities between scenarios insecurity of the same class, 
considered as training examples, thus forming adaptation rules. 
The rules induced then contribute to the CBR process. The 
evaluation provides an overall assessment of the completeness 
and consistency of the scenario studied. 

The analysis of the natural process of reasoning experts 
reveals that in fact, experts are alarmed by the symptoms that 
they are looking for causes and then determine remedies. Two 
stages may be distinguished in the expert reasoning: 

 First step: symptoms suggest causes; 

 Second stage: symptoms and causes require remedies; 

However, some symptoms may bring in experts to consider 
other causes and some allow evoking others. This leads as 
shown in Figure 10, to enrich the previous line of reasoning. 

S C R

 

Figure 9.  Natural reasoning of experts. 

This analysis motivates the construction of two systems of 
rules: 

 One Recognition Causes System (SRC) which contains 
rules of  the form: 

IF so (s) symptom (s) 

THEN it (s) generally coexist (s) with such (s) other (s) 
symptom (s) 

AND is (are) emanated from such (s) cause (s). 

Example: 

IF SYMPTOMS: (Risk = Collision)  
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AND (Security Functions = Alarm Management) 

AND (Involved Actors = Itinerant Operator) 

THEN SYMPTOMS:  (Security Functions = Docking)  

AND   CAUSES: (Summarized Failures = PR17). 

 One Recognition Remedies System (SRR), which 
includes rules of the form: 

IF the presence of such (s) symptom (s) 

AND IF it (s) emanate (s) from so (s) cause (s) 

THEN it(s) generally coexist (s) with such (s) other 
symptom (s)  

AND so (s) cause (s) 

AND require (s) such (s) remedy (ies).  

Example: 

IF SYMPTOMS: (Risk = Collision)  

AND (Security Functions = Alarm Management) 

AND (Involved Actors = Itinerant Operator) 

AND   CAUSES: (Summarized Failures = PR17) 

THEN SYMPTOMS:  (Security Functions = Initialization) 

AND CAUSES: (Summarized Failures = PR2) 

AND REMEDIES: (Adopted Solutions = SA12). 

The use of CHARADE system [13] has generated two 
induction systems with 80 rules about rules for SRC and 50 
rules for the SRR. This large number of rules can be explained 
by the existence of rules of completion that is to say the rules 
go descriptors symptoms and conclude on other symptoms to 
complete the description. 

3) Adaptation of Case 
To illustrate the method of adaptation of case, let us call the 

Case To Evaluate as (CTE) and the Most Similar Case obtained 
by CBR mechanism of recall as (MSC). 

According to this we obtain two cases: 

 The case to evaluate named CTE is composed of three 
components: Symptoms (SCTE); Causes (CCTE); 
Remedies (RCTE). 

CTE =  SCTE CCTE RCTE  (Case To Evaluate) 

 The Most similar case named MSC is composed of 
three components: Symptoms (SMSC); Causes (CMSC); 
Remedies (RMSC) 

MSC =  SMSC CMSC RMSC (Most Similar Case) 

The first step is to determine relevant descriptors which are 
defined as descriptors envisaged both in case to evaluate and in 
the most similar case selected. Relevant descriptors are 
common descriptors listed in the case to evaluate and the 
historical case remembered by the CBR system. In this way, 
we obtain three kinds of relevant descriptors as follows: 

 Relevant Symptoms labeled (SRel)  

(SRel) = SCTE∩  SMSC 

 Relevant Causes labeled (CRel) 

(CRel) = CCTE ∩  CMSC 

 Relevant Remedies labeled (RRel) 

(RRel) = RCTE ∩  RMSC 

 Three techniques are here used to adapt the most 
similar case selected by CBR process. 

a) Deductive Adaptation 

This technique uses deductive inference to obtain an 
adapted case in two inferences according to adaptation rules 
systems labeled SRC and SRR and driven by Relevant 
Symptoms (SRel) as follows: 

Inference 1: 

(SRel)                      S Comp1, C Comp1 

 

Inference 2 uses descriptors obtained by inference 1: 

{S Rel S Comp1 C Comp1}                       S 

Comp2, C Comp2, R Comp1 

 

Case obtained after adaptation is: 

{(S RelS Comp1 S Comp2) ; (C Comp1 C Comp2);(R Comp1)} 

The first packet of Compatible descriptors obtained by 
inference is labeled Comp1; the second one is labeled Comp2. 

b) Abdicative Adaptation 

This technique uses abdicative inference to obtain an 
adapted case in two inferences according to adaptation rules 
systems labeled SRR and SRC and driven by Relevant 
Remedies (R Rel) as follows: 

Inference 1: 

(RRel)                       S Comp1, C Comp1 

 

Inference 2 uses descriptors obtained by inference 1: 

{S Comp1 C Comp1}                       S Comp2 

 

Case obtained after adaptation is: 

{(S Comp1 S Comp2) ; (C Comp1 );(R Rel)} 

c) Abdicative and Deductive Adaptation 

This technique uses both abdicative and deductive inference 
to obtain an adapted case in two inferences according to 
adaptation rules systems labeled SRC and SRR and driven by 
Relevant Causes (C Rel) as follows: 

Inference 1: (Abdication) 

(CRel)                       S Comp1 

 

Inference 2: (Deduction) 

{SComp1CRel}                      S Comp2, C Comp2, R 

Comp1 

 

Case obtained after adaptation is: 
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{(S Comp1 S Comp2) ; (C Rel C Comp1 C Comp2);(R Comp1)} 

E. Revision of accident cases 

After adaptation, the solution of the new structural target 
case is got. This got case should be reviewed by the experts 
aiming the validation and though to allow toping it up at the 
root of case and to enrich it by indexing them and by training. 

F. Training 

The solution got during the previous stage and validated by 
the expert of domain is topped up at the root of case and then to 
enrich it, and consequently to enrich its indexes. In addition, 
this resolution trace is archived in the form of a “scenario of 
resolution” of problem, which could be reused completely in 
the future. 

G. Database of resolution scenario 

The main contribution of this approach is the harmonization 
between knowledge representation and its exploitation. 
Moreover, this latter by using a generic model of representation 
and resolution offered by [19]. The projection of this model in 
our context was as follows: 

For the object view incorporated of three pillars (Problem, 
Context of resolution and resolution), we divide knowledge as 
follows: 

 Problem: it contains the symptoms description of the 
accident case by considering its membership class. 

 Resolution context: This contained the knowledge of 
the context of the problem, such as Causes descriptors. 

 Solving: This pillar is by equivalence of its definition 
contains Remedies descriptors such as the adopted 
solution deducted from CBR. 

For the model view incorporated of three pillars (Class of 
problem, Point of view and knowledge of resolution), we 
divide knowledge as follows: 

 Class of problem: it is the description of the 
membership class of the problem generated by 
ACASYA. This class is represented by extensive 
description in term of accident scenarios enumerated. 

 Point of view: it is the modality of the problem 
observation, it is represented by the point of view of 
resolution (Structural/ or conversational/ or textual). In 
our first study we focus on structural CBR. 

 Knowledge of resolution: it is capitalized by grouping 
the adaptation rules of the class (SRC and SRR), 
characteristic descriptions of the classes of problems, 
the domain ontology and the index of the accident 
cases used during the CBR process, etc. 

H. Implementation of the offred approach 

We attract in this section to introduce the model system that 
assess the offered approach. This model although it is still 
under the development stage, we can describe its general 
architecture and introduce some windows of the application 
(See Figure 11). 

 

Figure 10.  Complete diagram of the proposed approach. 

The architecture of the ongoing model spreads out mainly 
on five modules: 

 A preconception module, which includes the part of 
knowledge formalization having the goal to structure 
the knowledge by defining the domain ontology under 
an XML format, keyboarding of the domain dictionary. 
Expert knowledge is defined throughout by the 
specification of similarity parameters. 

 A module of accident cases management, which allows 
addition, modification and removal of accident cases 
according to their representation models: textual, 
structural and conversational. 

 A classification module of accident cases,same as 
ACASYA. 

 A module represented by an engine of CBR reflecting 
its different stages (Recall, adaptation, revision and 
training). 

 A module for knowledge archiving in a database of 
“scenario of resolution”, which keeps the trace of the 
problem resolution as well as the used knowledge for 
the resolution. This scenario could be reused in the 
subsequent sessions of exploitation of the help system. 

Finally, we introduce into this paper an example of an 
execution window of the system, which is under developing: 
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Figure 11.  The main window of the system. 

This window, which represents the main window of 
application, allows going through all the functionality 
described in the architecture of the system. 

X. CONCLUSION 

We introduced in this article the first works made concrete 
by our approach and notably the general architecture of the 
CBR system. This architecture articulates around two 
processes: an off-line process and other one on-line, which use 
different types of knowledge for the problem solving. In result, 
the introduced work as a part of this article follows from the 
problems of knowledge management of a critical domain: the 
security and especially, the railway accident. Although the 
application field constitutes in itself originality, we can stress 
the still generic character and the opening of knowledge model.  

This article presents just a work in progress. We must 
emphasis our study on others methods of CBR such as textual 
and conversational CBR. Currently, we work on the acquisition 
of knowledge relating to reasoning and to the improvement of 
the model worked out of knowledge, especially ontology, to 
enrich it by concepts relating to the dynamic description of the 
accident scenario. It is judicious to study the recent works in 
the field of CBR which used ontology in different ways: to 
describe and to structure cases [15], to offer independent 
models of domain [9], CCBRONTO [6]; to calculate semantic 
similarity [27], to treat the heterogeneity of cases [2], etc.  
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Abstract—Prediction method for time series of imagery data on 

eigen space is proposed. Although the conventional prediction 

method is defined on the real world space and time domains, the 

proposed method is defined on eigen space. Prediction accuracy 

of the proposed method is supposed to be superior to the 

conventional methods. Through experiments with time series of 

satellite imagery data, validity of the proposed method is 

confirmed.  

Keywords-prediction method; eigen value decomposition; eigen 

space; time series analysis. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

There are conventional prediction methods which allow 
prediction of future imagery data by using the acquired 
imagery data in the past [1]-[6]. The conventional prediction 
method is defined on real world space and time domains, in 
particular, is defined as an auto regressive model. Namely, the 
conventional prediction model is using relations among the 
time series of data which is described with stochastic processes 
such as Markov model

1
. Therefore, prediction accuracy is not 

good enough when the time series of data has an irregularity in 
time domain.  

On the other hands, it is possible to create eigen space [6] 
with time series of data. Namely, time series of data can be 
projected onto eigen space from the real world space and time 
domains. Time series of data behavior can be well described on 
the eigen space rather than the real world space and time 
domains in particular for the irregularly changed data. The 
conventional prediction models are based on autoregressive 
model, or moving average model. Therefore, it is difficult to 
predict a future data using previously acquired time series of 
data for irregularly varied data. Meanwhile, it is expected that 
prediction accuracy of the proposed method is better than that 
of the conventional method. 

Through experiments with GMS/VISSR images
2
 which are 

acquired every one hour, comparative study on prediction 
accuracy between the proposed and the conventional methods 
is conducted. The experimental results show advantage of the 
proposed method in terms of prediction accuracy. 

                                                           
1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Markov_model 
2 http://www.tric.u-tokai.ac.jp/tsic/egms.html 

The following section describes the proposed prediction 
method for time series analysis followed by experimental 
results. Then conclusion is described together with some 
discussions.   

II. PROPOSED METHOD 

A. Data Description on Eigen Spece 

Eigen space is formed with the bases of eigen vectors 
determined in conjunction with eigen values of variance-
covariance matrix derived from the vectors of acquired imagery 
data as vectors. The vectors are projected in the eigen space, 
then time series of imagery data can be represented as the 
vector in the eigen space.  

M of imagery data, , then imagery data 
matrix, F is defined as the following equation, 

   (1) 

where the time series of imagery data,  

 

 in concern and the averaged images, 

 .  

Then variance-covariance matrix is defined as follows, 

   (2) 

and eigen values of Q is expressed as follows, 

 

where ei is defined as follows, 

  

The well known contribution factor is defined as follows, 
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Then F can be expressed with the first k eigen vectors,

    (4) 

By using equation (4), time series of imagery data can be 
projected onto eugen space based on the following equation, 

    (5) 

That is same thing for representation of whole time series of 
imagery data by using all of the eigen vectors as follows, 

    (6) 

The prediction method proposed here is based on auto 
regressive model with the projected time series of imagery data 
onto eigen space. 

B. Auto Regressive Model 

By using the following n-1 of time series of data, 

 

n-th data can be predicted as follows, 

   (7) 

where 

 (8) 

is called prediction error. All the coefficients for equation (7) 
can be determined by minimizing the following mean square 
error, 

 

Thus autoregressive model can be represented as follows, 

 

Stationery condition can be expressed as follows, 

 

It is called characteristic equation of autoregressive model. 

For the prediction error, the following three equations are well 
known, 

 

Together with the following three autocorrelation functions,  

 

 

As of , then 

 

Therefore, if and 
are given, then probability density function is reduced as 
follows, 

 

In order to determine the parameters in the probability density 
function, 

 

 

(9) 

can be used. By maximizing the logarithmic function of the 
probability density function, then the parameters can be 
determined. It, however, is time consumable. Therefore the 
following Yule Walker method or the following least square 
method is used to be used. 

C. Least Square Method 

If N is much greater than M, then the first term of the equation 
(9) is negligible. Thus, coefficients of the autoregressive model 
of equation (10) can be determined. 

  (10) 

 can be determined with maximum likelihood manner, 

 

then 

 

Thus 
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D. Yule Walker Method
3
 

Assuming  

, 

then 

 (11) 

The Yule Walker equation which allows minimizing equation 
(11) is as follows, 

    (12) 

where cM denotes autocorrelation based covariance matrix and 
is expressed as follows, 

 

 

 

Solution of Yule Walker equation (12) can be expressed as , 
then, 

 

At this time, the maximum logarithmic function of likelihood is 
expressed as follows, 

 

E. Time Series of Multi-Variables Prediction 

The aforementioned prediction method can be used for 
prediction of time series of multi-variables, 

  

 

                                                           
3
 

http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E8%87%AA%E5%B7%B1%E5%9B%9E%E5

%B8%B0%E7%A7%BB%E5%8B%95%E5%B9%B3%E5%9D%87%E3%83
%A2%E3%83%87%E3%83%AB 

 

 

Then the expectation is expressed as follows, 

 

On the other hands, autocorrelation is expressed as follows, 

 

There is the following relation between the expectation and the 
autocorrelation, 

 

 

 

Then 

 

If the time series of multi variables are stationery, then 

 

Then covariance matrix is expressed a s follows, 
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Thus autoregressive model of  can be determined as 
follows, 

 

 

In order to determine the most appropriate order (or the number 
of possible predictions) of the autoregressive model, Akaike’s 
Information Criteria: AIC is introduced, 

AIC=-2L+2P 

where L denotes the maximum logarithmic function of 
likelihood while P denotes the number of adjustable parameters. 
Therefore, 

 

where 

 

P=  

Remove the terms which are not related to the order of m, 

   (13) 

is used to be used usually. 

III. EXPERIEMNTS 

A. Time Series of Imagery Data Used 

Figure 1 shows experimental time series of imagery data of 
Visible/Infrared Spin Scan-Radiometer: VISSR onboard 
Geostationary Meteorological Satellite: GMS acquired time 
series of imagery data. 

 

(a)Infrared 1 (b)Infrared 2 

Figure 1 VISSR/GMS of time series of imagery data which was acquired at 
16:25 on 12 December 2000. 

VISSR/GMS has four channels, 0.55-0.9, 10.5-11.5, 11.5-

12.5, 6.5-7.0μm, Infrared 1 denotes 10.5-11.5 while infrared 2 

denotes 11.5-12.5, respectively.  

VISSR/GMS imagery data can be acquired every one hour. 
From the VISSR/GMS images, 100 by 100 pixels of small 
portion of images are extracted. Portion of images of the same 
area of South East China sea area are extracted as shown in 
Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2 Time series of VISSR/GMS images of infrared 1(Top) and 2(Bottom) 
channels of data used for experiments 

B. AIC 

41 of time series of VISSR/GMS infrared 1 and 2 channels 
of imagery data are used for prediction. AIC is estimated with 
the experimental data in the real world space and in the eigen 
space. AIC order in real space is 3, 5, 10 while that in eigen 
space is 2, 5, 10. Therefore, 10 of time series of imagery data 
of VISSR/GMS are tried to predict. Although autoregressive 
model parameters are estimated with 31 of imagery data, the 
imagery data which are acquired 10 hour later is available  

AIC is calculated for each order using covariance matrix in 
accordance with equation (13). The results are shown in Table 
1. 

TABLE I.  AIC CALCULATED WITH COVARIANCE METRIX  

    Eigen space Autoregressive 

IR1 3 132.9 169.5 

  5 139.3 174.3 

  10 160.2 200.1 

IR2 3 119.3 205.3 

  5 127.8 210.8 

  10 143.6 228.4 

Two Variables 3 265.7 374.9 

  5 252.1 361.4 

  10 265.6 389.4 

 

In the table, IR1 and IR2 denotes infrared 1 and 2 VISSR/GMS 
channels of imagery data while two variables means the case of 
prediction by using IR1 and IR2 together. AIC are different 
between eigen space and real space (the conventional 
autoregressive model). Therefore, both AICs are calculated. In 
general, smaller AIC implies better prediction accuracy. 

C. RMS Error 

It is possible to evaluate Root Mean Square: RMS error 
between the ten of original images and the predicted images of 
the corresponding time. The estimated RMS errors are shown 
in Figure 3. Figure 3 shows RMS error for the single variable 
cases.  

Figure 4 shows the experimental results of RMS error for 
the two variables cases. 
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(a)Eigen space for IR1 

 

(b)Real space for IR1 

 

(c)Eigen space for IR2 

 

(d)Real space for IR2 

Figure 3 RMS error evaluated with VISSR/GMS time series of images for 10 
unit time later data predictions based on the autoregressive models represented 

in real and eigen spaces for single variable cases. 

 

(a)Eigen space for IR1 

 

(b)Real space for IR2 
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(c)Eigen space for IR1 

 

(d)Real space for IR2 

Figure 4 RMS error evaluated with VISSR/GMS time series of images for 10 
unit time later data predictions based on the autoregressive models represented 

in real and eigen spaces for two variable cases. 

D. Original and Predicted Images and RMS Error for IR1 

Figure 5 (b) shows the predicted images for the 
conventional real space based method while Figure 5 (c) shows 
those for the proposed eigen space based method.  

 

(a)Original images 

 

(b)Real space based 

 

(c)Eigen space based 

Figure 5 Original and predicted images based on the conventional real space 
and the proposed eigen space based methods 

Figure 5 (a) shows the 10 hours of time series of the 
original portion of VISSR/GMS images while Figure 5 (b) 
shows the predicted images at the corresponding time for 
Figure 5 (a). Also Figure 5 (c) shows the predicted images at 
the corresponding time.  

Prediction performances in terms of RMS error between the 
original and the predicted images for the conventional and the 
proposed methods are summarized in Table 2. Table 2 also 
shows improvement of the proposed method in comparison to 
the conventional real space based method. The RMS errors for 
the first to third images show some improvements of prediction 
accuracy in comparison between the conventional and the 
proposed method while the RMS errors for fourth or later 
images show no improvement. Then the proposed prediction 
method is effective for first to third time periods and is not 
effective for further time period. 

As shown in Figure 6, RMS errors for real space 
(ar3_ir1.rms) and eigen space (co2_ir1.rms) are getting close 
each other  

TABLE II.  RMS ERROR BETWEEN THE ORIGINAL AND THE PREDICTED 

IMAGES BASED ON REAL SPACE AND EIGEN SPACE BASED METHODS FOR IR1 

n-th image Eigen space Real space Prediction improvement 

1 2.131 2.276 6.4 

2 1.871 2.143 12.7 

3 2.907 2.963 1.9 

4 3.086 3.086 0 

5 3.17 3.17 0 

6 3.139 3.139 0 

7 2.97 2.97 0 

8 2.929 2.929 0 

9 2.841 2.841 0 

10 2.814 2.814 0 

 

 

Figure 6 RMS errors for real space (ar3_ir1.rms) and eigen space (co2_ir1.rms) 
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E. Original and Predicted Images and RMS Error for IR2 

Figure 7 (b) shows the predicted images for the 
conventional real space based method while Figure 7 (c) shows 
those for the proposed eigen space based method.  

 

(a)Original images 

 

(b)Real space based 

 

(c)Eigen space based 

Figure 7 Original and predicted images based on the conventional real space 
and the proposed eigen space based methods 

Figure 7 (a) shows the 10 hours of time series of the original 
portion of VISSR/GMS images while Figure 7 (b) shows the 
predicted images at the corresponding time for Figure 7 (a). 
Also Figure 7 (c) shows the predicted images at the 
corresponding time. 

Prediction performances in terms of RMS error between the 
original and the predicted images for the conventional and the 
proposed methods are summarized in Table 3. Table 3 also 
shows improvement of the proposed method in comparison to 
the conventional real space based method. The RMS errors for 
the first to third images show some improvements of prediction 
accuracy in comparison between the conventional and the 
proposed method while the RMS errors for fourth or later 
images show no improvement. Then the proposed prediction 
method is effective for first to third time periods and is not 
effective for further time period. 

As shown in Figure 8, RMS errors for real space 
(ar3_ir2.rms) and eigen space (co2_ir2.rms) are getting close 
each other  

TABLE III.  RMS ERROR BETWEEN THE ORIGINAL AND THE PREDICTED 

IMAGES BASED ON REAL SPACE AND EIGEN SPACE BASED METHODS FOR IR2 

n-th image Eigen space Real space Prediction improvement 

1 2.104 2.269 7.3 

2 1.738 2.104 17.4 

3 2.754 2.839 3 

4 2.913 2.913 0 

5 2.928 2.928 0 

6 3.217 3.217 0 

7 2.787 2.787 0 

8 2.752 2.752 0 

9 2.727 2.727 0 

10 2.717 2.717 0 

 

 

Figure 8 RMS errors for real space (ar3_ir2.rms) and eigen space 
(co2_ir12.rms) 

F. Original and Predicted Images and RMS Error for Two 

Variables Cases 

Figure 9 (a) shows the predicted images for the 
conventional real space based method while Figure 9 (b) shows 
those for the proposed eigen space based method. Figure 9 (a) 
shows the predicted images at the corresponding time for 
Figure 5 (a). Also Figure 9 (b) shows the predicted images at 
the corresponding time.  

 

(a)Real space based 

 

(b)Eigen space based 

Figure 9 Original and predicted images based on the conventional real space 
and the proposed eigen space based methods 

Prediction performances in terms of RMS error between the 
original and the predicted images for the conventional and the 
proposed methods are summarized in Table 4. Table 4 also 
shows improvement of the proposed method in comparison to 
the conventional real space based method. The RMS errors for 
the first to third images show some improvements of prediction 
accuracy in comparison between the conventional and the 
proposed method while the RMS errors for fourth or later 
images show no improvement. Then the proposed prediction 
method is effective for first to third time periods and is not 
effective for further time period. As shown in Figure 10, RMS 
errors for real space (ar3_ir2.rms) and eigen space 
(co2_ir2.rms) are getting close each other. This implies that the 
proposed time series analysis in eigen space is effective for the 
prediction within three recent unit times and is not effective for 
no further unit time.  
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TABLE IV.  RMS ERROR BETWEEN THE ORIGINAL AND THE PREDICTED 

IMAGES BASED ON REAL SPACE AND EIGEN SPACE BASED METHODS FOR TWO 

VARIABLES CASES 

 
IR1     IR2     

n-th 

future 

Eigen 

space 

Real 

space 

Prediction 

improvement 

Eigen 

space 

Real 

space 

Prediction 

improvement 

1 2.264 2.46 8 2.139 2.319 7.8 

2 2.018 2.381 15.3 1.88 2.157 12.9 

3 2.907 2.996 3 2.754 2.854 3.6 

4 3.086 3.086 0 2.913 2.913 0 

5 3.17 3.17 0 2.928 2.928 0 

6 3.139 3.139 0 3.217 3.217 0 

7 2.97 2.97 0 2.787 2.787 0 

8 2.929 2.929 0 2.752 2.752 0 

9 2.841 2.841 0 2.727 2.727 0 

10 2.814 2.814 0 2.717 2.717 0 
 

 

(a)IR1 

 

(b)IR2 

Figure 10 RMS errors for real space (ar3_ir2.rms) and eigen space 
(co2_ir12.rms) 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Prediction method for time series of imagery data on eigen 
space is proposed. Although the conventional prediction 
method is defined on the real world space and time domains, 
the proposed method is defined on eigen space. Prediction 
accuracy of the proposed method is supposed to be superior to 
the conventional methods. Through experiments with time 
series of satellite imagery data, validity of the proposed method 
is confirmed. The proposed time series analysis in eigen space 
is effective for the prediction within three recent unit times and 
is not effective for no further unit time 
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Abstract—Method for image prediction with nonlinear control 

lines which are derived from extracted feature points from the 

previously acquired imagery data based on Kriging method and 

morphing method is proposed. Through comparisons between 

the proposed method and the conventional linear interpolation 

and widely used Cubic Spline interpolation methods, it is found 

that the proposed method is superior to the conventional methods 

in terms of prediction accuracy. 

Keywords-Kriging; morphing; image prediction; interpolation; 

image feature extraction. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Time series of images which are acquired with unequal 
interval can be converted to en equal interval of the time series 
of images. The proposed conversion method is based on 
morphing [1] method

1
 utilizing feature points extracted from 

the time series of images. Control lines required for morphing 
method are defined by the extracted features. Then the time 
series of images at the designated time is interpolated with the 
adjacent images. In this process, nonlinear control lines are 
created in accordance with Kriging [2]-[15] method

2
. Through 

experiments with satellite imagery data, it is confirmed a 
validity of the proposed method in comparison to the 
conventional linear interpolations and widely used Cubic 
Spline

3
 interpolation methods. 

 The following section describes the proposed method 
followed by some experiments. Then conclusion is described 
with some discussions. 

II. PROPOSED METHOD 

A. Process Flow of the Proposed Method 

The proposed method is for conversion from unequally 

interval of time series images to equally interval of time series 

images. Therefore, some interpolations are necessary. There 

are many interpolation methods such as Cubic Spline 

                                                           
1 http://www.enotes.com/topic/Godley_%26_Creme 
2 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kriging 
3 

http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%82%B9%E3%83%97%E3%83%A9%E3%
82%A4%E3%83%B3%E6%9B%B2%E7%B7%9A 

interpolation (Appendix), Hermitian
4

 interpolation, Bezier
5
 

interpolation, Lagrange
6
 interpolation and so on. The proposed 

method is based on morphing method utilizing feature points 

extracted from the time series of images. Control lines 

required for morphing method are defined by the extracted 

features. Then the time series of images at the designated time 

is interpolated with the adjacent images. In this process, 

nonlinear control lines are created in accordance with Kriging 

method. 

B. Morphing Method 

Morphing method is "metamorphosing"
7

 which allows 
interpolation from the objective shape to the other objective 
shapes smoothly. The basic idea of the morphing method is the 
following, shapes in an image represented on a rubber sheet is 
modified with pin movements elastically as shown in Figure 1. 
Figure 1 shows an example of the basic idea of morphing 
method.  

 

Figure 1 Basic idea of the morphing method 

                                                           
4 http://1st.geocities.jp/shift486909/program/hermite.html 
5 

http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%83%99%E3%82%B8%E3%82%A8%E6%

9B%B2%E7%B7%9A 
6 

http://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E3%83%A9%E3%82%B0%E3%83%A9%E3%

83%B3%E3%82%B8%E3%83%A5%E8%A3%9C%E9%96%93 
7 http://www.thefreedictionary.com/metamorphosing 
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In the figure, the point "p" in the previous image moves to 
point "p'" with the weighted mean of the following two points, 
"p1'" and "p2'" where "p1'" is orthogonally projected point of "p" 
against the line of A1'~B1' while "p2'" is orthogonally projected 
point of "p" against the line of A2'~B2'. 

C. Kriging Method 

Kriging method allows estimation of future point locations 
with known point locations probabilistically. If only one known 
point location used, then future point location is exactly same 
location. If we know that a future point is situated at the center 
of two known points, the future points is situated at the point of 

median. Thus the future point,  is estimated with 

equation (1) by using the known points, . 

    (1) 

 can be determined with the condition of equation (2) 
minimizing equation (3) 

     (2) 

 (3) 

where  is defined as the distance between the future point,0 

and the known points, j while  is defined as the distance in 
between the known points, i and j.  

Meanwhile, estimation error covariance of semi-variogram, 

  is defined in equation (4). 

    (4) 

where a and b are coefficients while L denotes distances. 
Therefore, if the coefficients are determined with the known 

points, then the distance is known. Thus  can be determined 
results in estimation of future points. 

III. EXPERIMENTS 

A. Imagery Data Used 

Visible/Infrared Spin Scan-Radiometer: VISSR onboard 
Geostationary Meteorological Satellite: GMS acquired time 
series of imagery data are used for experiments. Figure 2 shows 
four time series of VISSR images of South East China Sea 
areas which were acquired in 1994. These are called image “A”, 
“B”, “C”, and “D”, respectively. 

Although VISSR images are taken with one hour interval, 
interpolations are required for cloud tracking. For time being, 
clouds appear and disappear as well as move from one to the 
others as shown in Figure 2.  

Also one hour interval would not be enough for cloud 
tracking, in particular, for the clouds which grow quite rapidly. 
Therefore, interpolations are necessary.  

ppm file type of VISSR/GMS images are used for the 
experiments. Quantization bit of VISSR/GMS image is 8 bits 
(256 grey levels). 100 by 100 pixels are extracted from the 
original VISSR/GMS images. 

 

 

(a)1 image  (b)2 image 

 

(c)3 image  (d)4 image 

Figure 2 Time series of VISSR/GMS images used 

B. Experimental Procedure 

Assuming some of the time series of VISSR/GMS image 

is missing, interpolations are attempted for the supposed 

missing image by using the rest of given time series of images. 

Tie points are extracted from the two images which are 

acquired at the two closest times to the time at which the 

image is missing in accordance with the correlation between 

two images. By using the location of the extracted tie points, 

the location of the corresponding points on the missing image 

are estimated with the proposed and the other conventional 

interpolation methods, linear interpolation and Cubic Spline 

interpolation. Using the corresponding points, morphing 

method is applied to the two images which are acquired one 

previous and one after time to the missing image. Then the 

missing image is created as a result of the morphing.  

Interpolation accuracy is evaluated with the difference 

between the interpolated and the original images which is 

supposed to be missing because the original image is known. 

In the evaluation process, two lines are estimated by using two 

corresponding points in between two previously acquired and 

just one after the image of which the image is missing. 

Evaluations of the difference are done for two cases of which 

the second and the third VISSR/GMS image are missing.   

C. Experimental Results 

Figure 3 (a) shows interpolated and predicted the second 

and the third images based on the conventional linear 

interpolation method while Figure 3 (b) shows those for the 
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Cubic Spline interpolation method, respectively. Meanwhile, 

Figure 3 (c) shows interpolated and predicted the second 

and .the third images based on the proposed method. 

 

 

(a)Second image (Linear) (b)Third image (Linear) 

 

(a)Second image (Cubic Spline) (b)Third image (Cubic Spline) 

 

(a)Second image (Kriging) (b)Third image (Kriging) 

Figure 3 Interpolated and predicted images 

Root Mean Square Error: RMSE between the original and 
the interpolated and predicted images is evaluated. RMSE of 
the prediction of the second image “2” is 67.0, while that of the 
third image “3” is 53.5 for the linear interpolation method. 
Meanwhile, RMSE of the image “2” and “3” is 55.5, and 52.4, 
respectively for Cubic Spline interpolation method. On the 
other hands, RMSE of the image “2” and “3” is 54.1, and 51.9, 
respectively for the proposed Kriging utilized method. As the 
results, the proposed Kriging utilized method is superior to the 
conventional linear interpolation and Cubic Spline interpolation 
methods. 

Actual locations of tie points are shown in Table 1. There 
are four tie points, “A”, “B”, “C”, and “D” on each image. 
Using the tie points on images “1” and “3”, tie points on image 
“2” is estimated while tie points on image “3” are estimated by 
using the tie points on images “2” and “4”, respectively. The 
estimated tie point locations are shown in Table 2. 

TABLE I.  ACTUAL TIE POINT LOCATIONS: (X,Y) DENOTES X AND Y 

COORDINATES 

  1 2 3 4 

A 5,28 7,25 11,23 26,23 

B 5,54 9,47 13,43 14,39 

C 65,30 67,27 69,22 72,15 

D 47,54 44,52 48,49 53,42 

 

TABLE II.  ESTIMATED TIE POINT LOCATIONS 

A 2 3 

Estimated location A(7,25) A(11,23) 

Linear interpolation A(7,26) A(11,21) 

Cubic Spline A(7,26) A(11,21) 

Kriging A(7,25) A(11,25) 

B 2 3 

Estimated location B(9,47) B(13,43) 

Linear interpolation B(9,53) B(13,41) 

Cubic Spline B(9,52) B(13,42) 

Kriging B(9,45) B(13,46) 

C 2 3 

Estimated location C(67,27) C(69,22) 

Linear interpolation C(67,26) C(69,23) 

Cubic Spline C(67,26) C(69,23) 

Kriging C(67,26) C(69,24) 

D 2 3 

Estimated location D(44,52) D(48,49) 

Linear interpolation D(44,76) D(48,53) 

Cubic Spline D(44,62) D(48,52) 

Kriging D(44,48) D(48,49) 

 

Then RMS error between the actual image and the 
interpolated and predicted image by the proposed Kriging 
utilized method and the other interpolation method can be 
evaluated. Table 3 shows the results from the evaluation for the 
image size of 100 by 100 pixels, the original image size. 

TABLE III.  RMS ERROR OF THE ESTIMATED TIE POINT LOCATIONS  

 
RMS error(100x100)   

  Linear Cubic Spline Kriging 

2 67 55.5 54.1 

3 53.5 52.4 51.9 

 

It shows that the proposed Kriging method utilized 
interpolation method is superior to the Linear and Cubic Spline 
interpolation methods. In more detailed RMS error is evaluated 
for 5 by 5 pixels of a small portion of images of which the tie 
points are centered of the portion of images for the cases to 
interpolate, predict images, “2” and “3”.  
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Table 4 shows the result. Through comparisons between the 
proposed Kiriging utilized method is superior to the other 
conventional methods for all the cases. Meanwhile, RMS error 
between the original and interpolated images by using the 
actual tie point locations is evaluated for each 5 by 5 pixels 
portion images whose center is the tie point. Table 5 shows the 
results from the evaluation. Through the comparison between 
Table 4 and 5, it is found that the estimated tie points are very 
close to the actual points because RMS errors between Table 4 
(Kriging) and 5 are almost same. 

TABLE IV.  RMS ERROR OF THE ESTIMATED TIE POINT LOCATIONS  

 
RMS error(5x5)   

2 Linear Cubic Spline Kriging 

A 17.1 17.3 14 

B 14.5 16.1 62.8 

C 21.5 22.9 24 

D 90.3 94.9 34.4 

3 Linear Cubic Spline Kriging 

A 23.1 23.1 16.5 

B 17.5 16.8 21.2 

C 40.2 40.2 32.1 

D 57.6 44.8 19.8 

 

TABLE V.  RMS ERROR OF THE ESTIMATED TIE POINT LOCATIONS  

5x5 2 3 

A 13.4 15.7 

B 37.4 15.6 

C 23.4 44.3 

D 25.2 20.1 

  IV. CONCLUSION 

Method for image prediction with nonlinear control lines 
which are derived from extracted feature points from the 
previously acquired imagery data based on Kriging method and 
morphing method is proposed. Through comparisons between 
the proposed method and the conventional linear interpolation 
and widely used Cubic Spline interpolation methods, it is found 
that the proposed method is superior to the conventional 
methods in terms of prediction accuracy. 

 

APPEXDIN: CUBIC SPLINE INTERPOLATION 

n-th Spline function is defined as a n-th order polynomial 

function for a finite area and is a continuous function for all 

the defined areas which ensure continuously differentiable by 

n times. The third order spline function is defined as follows, 

Assuming the n points, 

 

the third order of spline function,  for the region,

can be expressed as follows, 

 

 
 

From the condition of interpolation, the following equations 

have to be existed, 

 

 

 
 

The first and the second derivatives have to be continuous. 

Therefore, 

 

  
 

These are rewrite as follows, 

 

 

 
 

If the following equation is assumed, 

 

 
 

then 

 

 

 

 
 

Thus 

 

 

 

 
 

So that, 

 

 

 
 

In this equation, there aren-1ofunknownparameters, 
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Also the number of the given equations is n-3. Therefore, 

other two conditional equations are required. is 

essentially natural spline function. Therefore, 

 

 

 
 

Thus, 

 

 
 

And  

 

 

 
 

Thus all the required coefficients for spline function are 

obtained. 

 
_ 
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Abstract—Method for object motion characteristic estimation 

based on wavelet Multi-Resolution Analysis: MRA is proposed. 

With moving pictures, the motion characteristics, direction of 

translation, roll/pitch/yaw rotations can be estimated by MRA 

with an appropriate support length of the base function of 

wavelet. Through simulation study, method for determination of 

the appropriate support length of Daubechies base function is 

clarified. Also it is found that the proposed method for object 

motion characteristics estimation is validated.  

Keywords-object motion characteristic; MRA; wavelet. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

There are some conventional methods for object detections 
and object motion characteristics estimations. Optical flow, 
template matching is well known as the method for object 
motion characteristic estimations. On the other hands, the 
method for motion characteristic estimation based on wavelet 
MRA is also widely used [1]-[9]. Wavelet base function is 
defined with support length. The most appropriate support 
length depends on the motion characteristic [10],[11]. 
Therefore, it is necessary to determine an appropriate support 
length for estimation of motion characteristics. Meanwhile, it is 
required to estimate motion characteristics such as translation 
vector, speed and direction, rotation, direction and speed 
(rotation angle). 3D object motion characteristics is estimated 
based on wavelet analysis as well [12]. 

The method proposed here is based on wavelet MRA with 
an appropriate support length which is determined by the 
proposed method and allows estimation of motion 
characteristics with moving picture. Through simulation study, 
it is confirmed that the method for appropriate support length is 
valid together with the method for motion characteristic 
estimations. 

The following section describes the proposed method 
followed by the simulation study.  

II. PROPOSED METHOD 

A. Process Flow of the Proposed Method 

Figure 1 shows Process flow of the proposed motion 
characteristic estimations based on wavelet MRA with 
appropriate support length of base function which is 
determined by the proposed method. Acquired moving picture 
is essentially represented in three dimensional space. From the 

moving picture, the most appropriate support length is 
determined based on the proposed method which is described 
in the next sub-section. Then 3D wavelet MRA is applied to 
the acquired moving picture. As the results from the MRA, 
motion characteristics are estimated.  

 

Figure 1 Process flow of the proposed motion characteristic estimations based 
on wavelet MRA with appropriate support length of base function which is 

determined by the proposed method 

B. Wavelet Multi-Resolution Analysis: MRA 

Two dimensional wavelet transformations is defined by 

equation (1). 

 

]][[ t

xymn fCCF      (1) 

 
where Cm denotes another wavelet transformation matrix 

while fxy denotes two dimensional data of image. As the result, 
F=(LL1, LH1, HL1, HH1) with four frequency components in x 
and y directions, LL1, LH1, HL1, HH1. Cn can be determined 
with the method which is described in the second paragraph of 
this sub-section. Therefore, Cn Cn

t
=I. Then f is converted to 

F1=(L1, H1), F2=CnL1=(L2, H2), F3=CnL2=(L3, H3), and 
Fm=CnLm-1=(Lm, Hm).  

This process is referred to “Decomposition”. Also f is 
reconstructed as Cn

-1
Fm =Cn

-1
(Lm, Hm) =Lm-1,.......,Cn

-1
F2 =L1, Cn

-

1
F1 =f. This process is referred to “Reconstruction”. There are 

some based functions such as Haar, Daubechies, etc. Through 
the preliminary simulation study with radar echo data, 
Daubechies base function is selected. Daubechies base function 
is defined as {αk} satisfying the following three conditions, 

)2(2)( kxx
k

k  
    (2) 
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     (3)

 

)2(2)( kxx
k

k  
    (4) 

where equation (2) is referred to scaling function while 
equation (4) is referred to wavelet function, respectively. There 
is two-scale relation between the scaling function and the 
wavelet function. Also, k denotes support length. 

Example of the scaling function and wavelet function with 
support length of four is as follows,  

 
 

Both functions are shown in Figure 2. 

 
(a)Support length=4 

 
(b)Support length=20 

Figure 2 Scaling and wavelet functions with the different support length. 

 
    Method for determination of Daubechies wavelet 

coefficients is as follows, 

For instance, the 8th order
1
 of Daubechies base function 

based Cn with the support length of two can be expressed with 
the equation (5). 

                                                           
1
 Scalar data consist of eight numerical data, η1 to η8 is 

assumed. 
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where [n] denotes support length. The 8th order of Cn with 
the support length of four is also expressed with the equation 
(6). 
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pi and qi in the equations (5) and (6) is also expressed with 
equation (7) and (8), respectively. 
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These equations can be expanded to the general support 
length of Cn as shown in equation (9). 
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Therefore, the coefficients of the Daubechies base function 
can be determined from the solution of the equation (9). 

C. Method for Most Appropriate Support Length 

Determinations 

Figure 3 shows process flow of the proposed most 
appropriate support length determination method.  

 

Figure 3 Method for the most appropriate support length determinations 

Wavelet transformation with the different support length is 
applied to the original image. Then reconstruct the image with 
the decomposed images of LL component only. If the original 
image does not have any high frequency components, then LL 
component is totally equal to the original image. It is not 
always. Usually, most images have some extent of high 
frequency components results in the reconstructed image with 

LL component only is different from the original image 
obviously.  

High frequency components are depends on the spatially 
and temporally changes in the original image. Therefore, if the 
Root Mean Square: RMS difference between the reconstructed 
and the original image is zero, then it may say that there is no 
high frequency component in the original image. Nevertheless 
the original image contains relatively large high frequency 
components, RMS difference is small then it may also say that 
the spatial and temporal changes cannot be extracted 
effectively. Consequently, it may say that the support length of 
which wavelet transformation with the different support length 
of base function is applied to the original image is the most 
appropriate if the RMS difference is maximum. 

III. SIMULATION STUDY 

A. Simulation Data Used 

32 frames of time series of shuttlecock like simulation 
images are crated with PovRay of Computer Graphics software. 
Translations in vertical, horizontal, and slant directions, and the 
rotations in pitch, roll, and yaw directions are taken into 
account as motion characteristics. One of the examples of the 
moving picture of shuttlecock for the rotation in pitch direction 
is shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4 Example of the moving picture of shuttlecock for the rotation in pitch 
direction 

B. Simulation Procedure 

2D wavelet transformation is applied to the simulation data 

of moving pictures. Then the reconstructed images are created 

with HL, LH, and HH components only. Thus the changed 

pixels or edge pixels are extracted. The changed pixels are 

counted after the thresholding (binarizing) with an appropriate 

threshold. 

C. Simulation Results 

Figure 5 shows the number of changed pixels in the 
directions of vertical (Red), horizontal (Blue), and slant 
(Green), respectively when the shuttlecock moves in the 
directions of vertical, horizontal, and slant (45 degree). The 
resultant graphs are quite reasonable. In this case, the changed 
pixels are extracted based on the wavelet transformation with 
the Daubechies base function of support length of two. 
Therefore, it is possible to find the moving directions easily. 
On the other hands, Figure 6 shows the number of changed 
pixels when the shuttlecock moves in horizontal direction. In 
this case, the changed pixels are extracted based on the wavelet 
transformation with the Daubechies base function of the 
different support length, 2, 4, and 8. 

Figure 6 (a), (b), and (c) shows the number of changed 
pixels extracted from the wavelet transformation with the 
Daubechies base function of the support length of 2, 4, and 8, 
respectively. 
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(a)Slant 

 
(b)Vertical 

 
(c)Horizontal 

Figure 5 The number of changed pixels in the directions of vertical (Red), 

horizontal (Blue), and slant (Green), respectively when the shuttlecock moves 
in the directions of vertical, horizontal, and slant (45 degree). Changed pixels 

are extracted based on the wavelet transformation with support length of two. 

 
It is quite obvious that the extracted changed pixels depend 

on the support length as shown in Figure 6. Also, it is found 
that support length of 4 is the most appropriate.  

Figure 7 shows the number of changed pixels in the 
directions of slant, vertical, and horizontal. In this case, 
shuttlecock rotates from 0 to 360 degrees in pitch direction. 

 
(a)Support length=2 

 
(b)Support length=4 

 
(c)Support length=8 

Figure 6 The number of changed pixels when the shuttlecock moves in 

horizontal direction. In this case, the changed pixels are extracted based on the 

wavelet transformation with the Daubechies base function of the different 
support length, 2, 4, and 8. 

 
The changed pixels are extracted based on the wavelet 

transformation with the Daubechies base function of support 
length of 8. Meanwhile, Figure 8 (a), (b), and (c) shows the 
number of changed pixels in vertical direction, for the support 
length of 2, 4, and 8, respectively. Figure 9 (a), (b), and (c) 
shows the number of changed pixels when the shuttlecock is 
rotated by 180, 360, and 720 degrees, respectively. 
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(a)Slant 

 
(b)Vertical 

 
(c)Horizontal 

Figure 7 the number of changed pixels in the directions of slant, vertical, and 

horizontal. In this case, shuttlecock rotates from 0 to 360 degrees in pitch 

direction. The changed pixels are extracted based on the wavelet 
transformation with the Daubechies base function of support length of 8. 

 

 
(a)Support length=2 

 
(b)Support length=4 

 
(c)Support length=8 

Figure 8 The number of changed pixels for the support length of 2, 4, and 8 

 

 
(a)180 degree 

 
(b)360 degree 
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(c)720 degree 

Figure 9 The number of changed pixels when the shuttlecock is rotated by 180, 

360, and 720 degrees 

 
Figure 10 (a), (b), and (c) shows the number of changed 

pixels in the slant, vertical, and horizontal directions, 
respectively, which are extracted based on the wavelet 
transformation with Daubechies base function of the support 
length of 8. In this case, the shuttlecock is rotated in pitch 
direction by 360 degrees. Meanwhile, Figure 11 (a), (b), and (c) 
shows the number of changed pixels in the horizontal direction 
which are extracted based on the wavelet transformation with 
Daubechies base function of the support length of 2, 4, and 8, 
respectively. In this case, the shuttlecock is rotated in pitch 
direction by 360 degrees. 

Figure 12 (a), (b), and (c) shows the number of changed 
pixels in horizontal direction, when the shuttlecock is rotated 
by 180, 360, and 720 degrees, respectively. 

 
(a)Slant 

 
(b)Vertical 

 
(c)Horizontal 

Figure 10 The number of changed pixels in the slant, vertical, and horizontal 

directions, respectively, which are extracted based on the wavelet 

transformation with Daubechies base function of the support length of 8. In 
this case, the shuttlecock is rotated in pitch direction by 360 degrees. 

 

 
(a)Support length=2 

 
(b)Support length=4 

 
(c)Support length=8 
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Figure 11 The number of changed pixels in the horizontal direction which are 

extracted based on the wavelet transformation with Daubechies base function 
of the support length of 2, 4, and 8, respectively. In this case, the shuttlecock 

is rotated in pitch direction by 360 degrees. 

 
(a)180 degree 

 
(b)360 degree 

 
(c)720 degree 

Figure 12 The number of changed pixels in horizontal direction, when the 
shuttlecock is rotated by 180, 360, and 720 degrees, respectively. 

 
Figure 13 shows the edge enhanced images by 2D and 3D 

Discrete Wavelet Transformation: DWT with Daunechies base 
function of support length of 2 and 8 when the shuttlecock 
rotated in pitch and yaw angles with 90 and 360 degrees. 

In general, the number of edge, or changed pixels extracted 
by 2D DWT is less than that by 3D DWT. Therefore, 3D DWT 
is much effective than 2D DWT. Also the number of edge, or 
changed pixels by DWT with support length of 2 is less than 
that with support length of 8. Therefore, DWT with support 
length of 2 is effective to extract edge, or changed pixels for 
the object which moves fast while DWT with support length of 
8 is effective to extract edge, or changed pixels for the object 

which moves slowly. The terminology of fast and slowly 
implies the moving speed of the object referencing to the frame 
rate. 

 
(a)360 degree, support length=2, pitch, 3D DWT 

 
(b)90 degree, support length=2, pitch, 3D DWT 

 
(c)360 degree, pitch, support length=8, 3D DWT 

 
(d)90 degree, pitch, support length=8, 3D DWT 

 
(e)360 degree, pitch, support length=2, 2D DWT 

 
(f)90 degree, pitch, support length=2, 2D DWT 

 
(g)360 degree, pitch, support length=8, 2D DWT 

 
(h)90 degree, pitch, support length=8, 2D DWT 

 
(i)360 degree, yaw, support length=2, 3D DWT 

 
(j)90 degree, yaw, support length=2, 3D DWT 
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(k)360 degree, yaw, support length=8, 3D DWT 

 
(l)90 degree, yaw, support length=8, 3D DWT 

 

 
(m)360 degree, yaw, support length=2, 2D DWT 

 
(n)90 degree, yaw, support length=2, 2D DWT 

 
(o)360 degree, yaw, support length=8, 2D DWT 

 
(p)90 degree, yaw, support length=8, 2D DWT 

Figure 13 Edge enhanced images by 2D and 3D Discrete Wavelet 

Transformation: DWT with Daunechies base function of support length of 2 

and 8 when the shuttlecock rotated in pitch and yaw angles with 90 and 360 
degrees. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

Method for object motion characteristic estimation based on 
wavelet Multi-Resolution Analysis: MRA is proposed. With 
moving pictures, the motion characteristics, direction of 
translation, roll/pitch/yaw rotations can be estimated by MRA 
with an appropriate support length of the base function of 
wavelet. Through simulation study, method for determination 
of the appropriate support length of Daubechies base function 
is clarified. Also it is found that the proposed method for object 
motion characteristics estimation is validated. 

The number of edge, or changed pixels extracted by 2D 
DWT is less than that by 3D DWT. Therefore, 3D DWT is 
much effective than 2D DWT. Also the number of edge, or 
changed pixels by DWT with support length of 2 is less than 
that with support length of 8. Therefore, DWT with support 
length of 2 is effective to extract edge, or changed pixels for 
the object which moves fast while DWT with support length of 

8 is effective to extract edge, or changed pixels for the object 
which moves slowly. The terminology of fast and slowly 
implies the moving speed of the object referencing to the frame 
rate. 
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Abstract— Writer identification is the process of identifying the 

writer of the document based on their handwriting. The growth 

of computational engineering, artificial intelligence and pattern 

recognition fields owes greatly to one of the highly challenged 

problem of handwriting identification. This paper proposes the 

computational intelligence technique to develop discriminative 

model for writer identification based on handwritten documents. 

Scanned images of handwritten documents are segmented into 

words and these words are further segmented into characters for 

word level and character level writer identification. A set of 

features are extracted from the segmented words and characters. 

Feature vectors are trained using support vector machine and 

obtained 94.27% accuracy for word level, 90.10% for character 

level. An interactive tool has been developed based on the word 

level writer identification model. 

Keywords- Feature Extraction; Support Vector Machine; Training, 

Writer Identification. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The significance and scope of writer identification is 
becoming more prominent in these days. Identification of a 
writer is highly essential in areas like forensic expert decision-
making systems, biometric authentication in information and 
network security, digital rights administration, document 
analysis systems and also as a strong tool for physiological 
identification purposes.  

In forensic science writer identification is used to 
authenticate documents such as records, diaries, wills, 
signatures and also in criminal justice. The digital rights 
administration system is used to protect the copyrights of 
electronic media. Two broad categories of biometric modalities 
are: physiological biometrics that perform person identification 
based on measuring a physical property of the human body 
(e.g. fingerprint, face, iris, retinal, hand geometry) and 
behavioral biometrics that use individual traits of a person’s 
behavior for identification (e.g. voice, gait, signature, 
handwriting). Hence writer identification falls under the 
category of behavioral biometrics. Handwritten document 
analysis is applied in fields of information retrieval either 
textually or graphically [1]. 

Writer identification mode can be generally classified into 
two types as online and offline. In online, the writing behavior  
is directly captured from the writer and converted to a sequence 
of signals using a transducer device but in offline the 

handwritten text is used for identification in the form of 
scanned images. Off-line writer identification is extensively 
considered as more challenging than on-line because it contains 
more information about the writing style of a person, such as 
pressure, speed, angle which is not available in the off-line 
mode. 

Writer identification approaches can be categorized into 
two types: text-dependent and text-independent methods. In 
text-dependent methods, a writer has to write the identical text 
to perform identification but in text independent methods any 
text may be used to establish the identity of writer [2].  

Various approaches and techniques have been proposed so 
far for writer identification. Writer identification using 
connected component contours codebook and its probability 
density function was proposed in [3]. This paper exhibits better 
identification rates by combining connected-component 
contours with an independent edge-based orientation and 
curvature PDF. In [4], eleven macro-features and micro-
features have been used for writer identification. Authors in [8] 
have used a set of features extracted from lines of text 
correspond to visible characteristics of the writing such as 
width, slant, height of the three main writing zones and also 
features based on the fractal behavior of the writing for writer 
identification. A system for writer identification using textural 
features derived from the gray-level co-occurrence matrix and 
Gabor filters has been described in [12]. In the research work 
[14], Morphological features obtained from transforming the 
projection of the thinned writing have been computed and used 
for writer identification. A HMM based approach for writer 
identification and verification built an individual recognizer for 
each writer and train it with text lines of writer was proposed in 
[15]. A system developed in [16] for writer identification and 
verification takes two pages of handwritten text as input and 
determines whether the same writer has written those two 
pages and features like  character height, stroke width, writing 
slant and skew, frequency of loops and blobs have been used. 

This research proposes text dependent writer identification 
based on scanned images of English handwriting.  The scanned 
images are segmented into words and these words are further 
segmented into characters on which pre-processing and 
features extraction tasks are performed.  

 Features like edge based features, word measurements, 
moment invariants used in the existing research work are taken 
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into account. Edge based features are computed using edge 
detected image. Edge based directional distribution and edge 
hinge distributions are two edge based features. Features such 
as length of the word, height of the word, height from baseline 
to upper edge, height from baseline to lower edge, ascender and 
descender baseline are word measurement features. Moment 
invariant calculates a set of seven moments for a given image. 

 This paper includes additional features that were not taken 
into consideration in [1]. They are the character level features 
like aspect ratio, loops, junctions and end points. The proposed 
work is implemented using Support Vector Machine, a 
supervised learning technique. Additionally an interactive tool 
has been developed when compared to existing works. 

II. PROPOSED WRITER IDENTIFICATION MODEL 

The basic property of handwriting is that there exists writer 
invariant which makes writer identification possible. The 
writer's invariants reflecting the writing style or writing 
individuality of handwriting can be defined as the set of similar 
patterns. Also, two samples of a writer cannot be same. Hence 
accurate prediction of writer is highly important and 
challenging task. Hence it is proposed to design and develop a 
tool for recognizing a writer based on his / her handwriting 
using pattern recognition technique. 

 The essential tasks of writer identification are data 
acquistion, scanning, segmentation, feature extraction, training 
and writer recognition. The architecture of the proposed system 
is shown in  Fig.1. 

 
Fig.1 System Architecture 

A. Data Aquistion 

The data acquistion is an important task in writer 
identification. In order to acquire an acceptable data, identical 
words written using the same pen by different writers have 
been used. Words that have been collected are not case 
sensitive and the words are scanned using scanner of resolution 
300 dpi. A total of 1000 JPEG text images from 10 writers of 
different age groups and 100 words per writer are obtained. 

B. Pre-Processing 

In pre-processing segmentation, noise removal, 
binarization, edge detection and thinning operations are 
performed. 

Segmentation: The scanned handwritten document 
containing 100 words of a writer is segmented into words using 
the edge pixels. These words are further segmented into 
characters till reaches 100 characters per writer. 

Noise Removal: Noise in an image is removed using 
median filtering. 

Binarization: This converts gray scale image into binary 
image using Otu’s method. 

Edge Detection: Edges in the binary image are detected 
using sobel method. 

Thinning: Morphological operations are used for thinning 
the binary image. 

C. Feature Extraction 

Feature extraction plays a vital role in improving the 
classification effectiveness and computational efficiency. A set 
of distinctive features describing the writing style and writer’s 
invariance is extracted to form a feature vector. The features 
are described below. 

1) Edge Direction Distribution 
In edge direction distribution, first the edge of the binary 

image is detected using Sobel detection method. The edge 
detected image are labelled using 8- connected pixel 
neighbouhood. Then the number of rows and columns in an 
binary image is found using size function. Next,  the first black 
pixel in an image is found and this pixel is considered as center 
pixel of the square neighbourhood. Then the black edge is 
checked using logical AND operator in all direction starting 
from the center pixel and ending in any one of the edge in the 
square. In order to avoid redundancy the upper two quadrants 
in the neighbourhood is checked because without on-line 
information, it is difficult to identify the way the writer 
travelled along the edge fragment. This will gives us “n” 
possible angles. Subsequently, the verified angles of each pixel 
are counted into n-bin histogram which is then normalized to a 
probability distribution which in turn gives the probability of  
an edge fragment oriented in the image at the angle measured 
from the horizontal. Here “n” is taken as 4, 8, 12, and 16.  

2) Edge Hinge Distribution 
To capture the curvature of ink trace, which is very 

distinctive for different writer, edge hinge distribution is 
needed, which is calculated with the help of  local angles along 
the edges. Edge hinge feature considers two edge fragments 
emerging from center pixel and, subsequently, joint probability 
distribution of the orientations of the two fragments of a 
‘hinge’ are calculated. Finally, normalized histogram gives the 
joint probability distribution for “hinged” edge fragments 
oriented at the angles 1 and 2. The orientation is counted in 16 
directions for a single angle. From the total number of 
combinations of two angles  only non- redundant values are 
considered  and  the common ending pixels are eliminated.  

  

Data 

Acquisition 
Pre- Processing 

Feature Extraction 

Training the classifier 

Trained Model Feature Vector of new 

word and character 

Writer Identification 
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3) Run Length Distribution 
Run lengths are determined on binarized image taking into 

consideration either the black pixels consistent to the ink trace 
or the white pixels matching to the background. Scanning 
procedures are of two types: horizontal along the rows of the 
image and vertical along the column of the image. Next, the 
probability distribution is interpreted by using the normalized 
histogram of run lengths. Orthogonal information to the 
directional features is obtained by using the run lengths. 

4) Auto-Correlation 
Auto-correlation function identifies the presence of 

predictability in writing. By giving the offset value, every row 
of the image is shifted onto itself. Then the normalized dot 
product is found between the original row and the shifted row. 
Auto-correlation function is computed for all rows and the sum 
is normalized to obtain a zero-lag correlation of 1. 

5) Entropy 
Entropy provides the average information of an image such 

as luminance, contrast and pixel value. It is calculated using the 
formula:  
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6) Moment Invariants 
Geometric moment invariant is commonly used in pattern 

recognition. A distinctive set of features calculated for an 
object must be able to identify the same object with another 
possible different size and orientation. Moment invariants can 
be used to recognize object when the object is changed in 
transformations. Here the following seven moments are 
computed. 
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7) Length 
Length of the word and character is found by successively 

penetrating each column in the binary image to find the first 
and last pixels in the image and store their column numbers. 
The length of the image is calculated by subtracting the column 
number of last pixel to the column number of first pixel.  

 

Fig. 2 Length of the character 

8) Height 
Height of the word and character is found by consecutively 

probing each row in the binary image. The first and last pixels 
of the image are found and the corresponding row numbers are 
stored. The height of the image is computed by subracting from 
the row number of last pixel to the row number of first pixel. 

 

Fig. 3 Height of the character 

9) Area 
Area of the word and character is calculated as the product 

of height and length. 

10) Height from baseline to upper edge 
The height of the text from baseline to upperedge is 

calculated by first determining the baseline position of the 
image. This is functioned by casting an array where the index is 
row number in the image.  

Then, the number of black pixels in each row is calculated 
and the results are stored in an array. After completing the 
entire image, the maximum value of the array is identified and 
the corresponding row number is stored as the baseline. The 
length of the image from the baseline to the upper edge is 
computed by subtracting the row number of first pixel in the 
image from its row number of the baseline.  

Fig. 4 Length from baseline to upper edge 

11) Height from baseline to lower edge 
The height of the binary image from the baseline to the 

lower edge is determined by calculating the baseline row 
number, as above.  

Then, the row number of the last pixel of the image is 
considered. The height of the image from the baseline to the 
lower edge is calculated by subtracting the last pixel row 
number to the baseline row number. 

 

Fig. 5 Length from baseline to lower edge 

12) Ascender and descender baseline 
Ascender baseline is the first non-zero value of column and 

the descender baseline is the last non-zero value of column of 
the vertical histogram of the line. 
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Fig. 6 Ascender and Descender Baseline 

13) Aspect Ratio 
Aspect ratio is considered as one of the global features in 

writer identification. It is calculated as ratio of width to height.  

14) End Points 
End-points contain only one pixel in their 8-pixel 

neighborhood. It is computed using end point function which 
gives the number of end points in the thinned image. 

15) Junctions 
  Junctions occur where two strokes meet or cross and 

are found in the skeleton as points with more than two 
neighbors. It produces number of junctions, positions of each 
junction, angle and distance between the junctions of the 
thinned image. 

16) Loops 
The loops of a character are the major distinguishing 

feature for many writers. The loop function gives loop length, 
angle of loop, position of the loop, area and average radius of 
the loop of the edge image. 

17) Slope Angle 
The slope of angle A is the ratio of height to length.  In 

geometry, it is also referred to as the tangent of the angle A and 
denoted by tan(A), which gives us the slope angle. 

18) Slant Angle 
 It is the angle of the word forms against the baseline. It is 

estimated on structural features by maxima and minima of the 
word are detected and targets uniform slant angle estimation. 

Thus a total of 26 features are extracted from a single word 
image. The same set of 26 features is extracted from each 
character image. Finally two independent training dataset each 
consisting of 1000 instances has been developed using 
MATLAB. 

D. Support Vector Machine 

Support vector machine is a training algorithm for learning 
classification and regression rules from data. SVM is very 
suitable for working accurately and efficiently with high 
dimensionality feature spaces. The machine is presented with a 
set of training examples, (xi,yi) where the xi are the real world 
data instances and the yi are the labels indicating which class 
the instance belongs to. For the two class pattern recognition 
problem, yi = +1 or yi = -1.  

SVMs construct a hyperplane that separates two classes and 
tries to achieve maximum separation between the classes. 
Separating the classes with a large margin minimizes a bound 
on the expected generalization error. The simplest model of 
SVM called Maximal Margin classifier, constructs a linear 
separator (an optimal hyperplane) given by w T x - γ = 0 
between two classes of examples. The free parameters are a 

vector of weights w, which is orthogonal to the hyperplane and 
a threshold value γ. These parameters are obtained by solving 
the following optimization problem using Lagrangian duality. 

            Minimize      =
2

2

1
W  

   subject to         .,.....,1,1 liXW i

T

iiD   

  
Where Dii corresponds to class labels +1 and –1. The 

instances with non-null weights are called support vectors. In 
the presence of outliers and wrongly classified training 
examples it may be useful to allow some training errors in 
order to avoid over fitting. A vector of slack variables ξi that 
measure the amount of violation of the constraints is introduced 
and the optimization problem referred to as soft margin is given 

below. Minimize
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In this formulation the contribution to the objective 
function of margin maximization and training errors can be 
balanced through the use of regularization parameter c. The 
following decision rule is used to correctly predict the class of 
new instance with a minimum error. 

    xWXf Tsgn  

 
The advantage of the dual formulation is that it permits an 

efficient learning of non–linear SVM separators, by introducing 
kernel functions. Technically, a kernel function calculates a dot 
product between two vectors that have been (non linearly) 
mapped into a high dimensional feature space. Since there is no 
need to perform this mapping explicitly, the training is still 
feasible although the dimension of the real feature space can be 
very high or even infinite. The parameters are obtained by 
solving the following non-linear SVM formulation (in Matrix 
form), 

           Minimize LD (u) = 
2

1
u

T 
Qu - e

T
u 

                        d
T
u=0 , 0  u  Ce 

 

Where Q = DKDand K - the Kernel Matrix. The kernel 
function K (AAT) (polynomial or Gaussian) is used to 
construct hyperplane in the feature space, which separates two 
classes linearly, by performing computations in the input space. 
The decision function is given by 

 Xf = sgn   uxxK T

i,  

where, u - the Lagrangian multipliers. 

When the number of class labels is more than two, the 
binary SVM can be extended to multi class SVM. The indirect 
methods for multiclass SVM is one versus rest method. For 
each class a binary SVM classifier is constructed, 
discriminating the data points of that class against the rest. 
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Thus in case of N classes, N binary SVM classifiers are built. 
During testing, each classifier yields a decision value for the 
test data point and the classifier with the highest positive 
decision value assigns its label to the data point. The 
comparison between the decision values produced by different 
SVMs is still valid because the training parameters and the 
dataset remain the same. 

III. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 

Two independent experiments have been carried out, one 
for word level writer identification and another for character 
level writer identification. Two training datasets that have been 
developed for word level and character level are used for 
implementation. The datasets are normalized using min-max 
normalization and the normalized datasets is used for learning 
SVM.  

The normalized datasets are trained independently using 
SVM

light
  for support vector machine with linear, polynomial 

and RBF kernels with different parameter value for C, where C 
is the regularization parameter. The parameters d and gamma 
are associated with polynomial kernel and RBF kernel 
respectively. The performance of trained models is evaluated 
using 10-fold cross validation for its predictive accuracy and 
the learning time. The prediction accuracy is the ratio of 
number of correctly classified instances in the test dataset and 
the total number of test cases.   

A. Word Level Writer Identification 

 The regularization parameter C is assigned values 
between 0.5 and 50 for linear kernel. For polynomial and RBF 
kernels the value for C is assigned as 0.5, 1 and 5, d is assigned 
from 1 to 4 and g is taken from 0.5 to 5 respectively. It is found 
that the model performs better for the value C = 5. 

 The results of word level writer identification model 
based on SVM

 
with linear kernel are shown in Table I. 

TABLE I.  RESULTS OF LINEAR SVM FOR WORD LEVEL 

C Prediction Accuracy (%) Time Taken (in Secs) 

0.5 62.50 0.01 

1 65.10 0.01 

5 70.83 0.02 

10 70.31 0.02 

15 75.00 0.01 

20 70.65 0.03 

25 69.27 0.01 

30 68.75 0.04 

35 73.95 0.02 

40 71.35 0.03 

45 77.60 0.01 

50 73.43 0.02 

The results of word level writer identification model based 
on SVM with polynomial kernel are shown in Table II. 

TABLE II.  RESULTS OF SVM WITH POLYNOMIAL KERNEL FOR 

WORD LEVEL 

C d Prediction Accuracy (%) 
Time Taken (in 

Secs) 

0.5 

1 78.12 1.18 

2 93.75 0.77 

3 91.66 2.90 

4 93.85 0.76 

1 

1 66.66 1.58 

2 72.91 2.35 

3 94.07 2.26 

4 93.22 0.96 

5 

1 71.87 1.79 

2 78.64 2.02 

3 94.27 3.49 

4 91.69 1.52 

 

The results of word level writer identification model based 
on SVM with RBF kernel are shown in Table III. 

TABLE III.  RESULTS OF SVM WITH RBF KERNEL FOR WORD LEVEL 

C g Prediction Accuracy (%) 
Time Taken 

(in Secs) 

0.5 

0.5 84.37 0.04 

1 89.58 0.03 

1.5 91.10 0.04 

2 92.18 0.04 

2.5 91.19 0.05 

3 91.05 0.04 

1 

0.5 84.65 0.06 

1 89.15 0.08 

1.5 91.14 0.06 

2 92.08 0.07 

2.5 91.66 0.06 

3 91.86 0.06 

5 

0.5 78.12 0.14 

1 89.40 0.12 

1.5 91.14 0.06 

2 92.28 0.08 

2.5 91.66 0.07 

3 91.69 0.06 

B. Character Level Writer Identification 

 The training dataset that has been developed using 
character level images is used here for SVM learning. The 
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parameter settings for character level training are same as word 
level training.  

The results of character level writer identification model 
based on SVM

 
with linear kernel are shown in Table IV. 

TABLE IV.  RESULTS OF LINEAR SVM FOR CHARACTER LEVEL 

C Prediction Accuracy (%) Time Taken (in Sec) 

0.5 62.08 0.01 

1 60.18 0.02 

5 66.35 0.02 

10 72.03 0.01 

15 63.98 0.03 

20 64.45 0.03 

25 70.61 0.01 

30 72.58 0.04 

35 61.13 0.03 

40 74.40 0.02 

45 67.77 0.05 

50 72.98 0.03 

 

The results of character level writer identification model 
based on SVM with polynomial kernel are shown in Table V. 

TABLE V.  RESULTS OF SVM WITH POLYNOMIAL KERNEL FOR 

CHARACTER LEVEL 

C d Prediction Accuracy (%) 
Time Taken 

(in Sec) 

0.5 

1 64.58 1.25 

2 68.75 1.95 

3 66.67 2.06 

4 88.54 3.56 

1 

1 73.43 1.45 

2 71.35 2.09 

3 77.60 3.12 

4 79.16 4.45 

5 

1 61.45 1.57 

2 63.02 2.20 

3 83.85 5.65 

4 90.10 8.03 

 

The results of character level writer identification model 
based on SVM with RBF kernel are shown in Table VI. 

TABLE VI.  RESULTS OF SVM WITH RBF KERNEL FOR CHARACTER 

LEVEL 

C G 
Prediction Accuracy 

(%) 

Time Taken 

(in Sec) 

0.5 

0.5 65.10 0.05 

1 76.56 0.06 

1.5 81.52 0.06 

2 82.07 0.04 

2.5 83.03 0.06 

3 84.21 0.05 

1 

0.5 52.60 0.13 

1 76.56 0.07 

1.5 81.77 0.06 

2 82.60 0.06 

2.5 83.00 0.07 

3 84.37 0.06 

5 

0.5 52.60 0.12 

1 71.35 0.12 

1.5 79.16 0.12 

2 85.41 0.13 

2.5 82.81 0.06 

3 83.33 0.06 

 

C. Comparative Analysis 

The average and comparative performance of SVM’s with 
various kernels for word level and character level writer 
identification is given in the Table. VII and shown in Fig.7 and 
Fig.8.  

TABLE VII.  AVERAGE PERFORMANCE OF THREE MODELS 

SVM 

Kernels 

Word Level Writer 

Identification 

Character Level Writer 

Identification 

Para- 

meter 

 

Accura

cy (%) 

Time 

Taken 

(in 

secs) 

Para- 

meter 

 

Accura

cy (%) 

Time 

Taken 

(in 

secs) 

Linear C = 45 77.60 0.01 C = 40 74.40 0.02 

RBF 
C = 5,  

g = 2 
92.28 0.08 

C = 5, 

g = 2 
85.41 0.13 

Polynom
ial 

C = 5, 
 d = 3 

94.27 3.49 
C = 5, 
d = 4 

90.10 8.03 
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Fig. 7 Prediction Accuracy 

 

  

Fig. 8 Learning Time  

From the above comparative analysis the predictive 
accuracy shown by SVM with polynomial kernel is higher than 
the linear and RBF kernel. The time taken to build the model 
using SVM with polynomial kernel is more, than linear and 
RBF kernel. As far as the writer identification is concerned 
accuracy plays major role than learning time in identifying the 
writer.  

Also it is found that about 94.27% predictive accuracy for 
word level writer identification and 90.10% predictive accuracy 
for character level writer identification are shown by SVM 
based prediction model. Hence it is found that word level 
writer identification performs better than character level writer 
identification. The SVM polynomial based model which is 
producing higher accuracy is taken into consideration for 
developing writer identification tool.  

IV. WRITER IDENTIFICATION TOOL 

An interactive writer identification tool is developed using 
MATLAB by incorporating the SVM model with GUI. This 
tool is used to predict the individual when his/her offline 

handwriting of a new word is given as input. Screenshots for 
writer identification tool are shown in Fig. 9 to 12. 

 

Fig. 9 Choosing the word 

 

Fig. 10 After Pre-Processing 

 

Fig. 11 Feature Extraction 
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Fig. 12 Predicting the writer 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper describes the modeling of writer identification 
problem as classification task. Two independent dataset has 
been prepared in order to facilitate training and 
implementation. The outcome of the experiments indicates that 
the SVM with polynomial kernel for word level writer 
identification predicts the writer of the handwritten document 
more accurately than the other models. Based on this model 
writer identification tool has been developed to predict the 
writer. Online text independent approach can be implemented 
as a future work,  
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Abstract—Person localization is of paramount importance in an 

ambient intelligence environment since it is the first step towards 

context-awareness. In this work, we present the development of a 

novel system for multi-modal person localization and emergency 

detection in an assistive ambient intelligence environment for the 

elderly. Our system is based on the depth sensor and microphone 

array of 2 Kinect devices. We use skeletal tracking conducted on 

the depth images and sound source localization conducted on the 

captured audio signal to estimate the location of a person. In 

conjunction with the location information, automatic speech 

recognition is used as a natural and intuitive means of 

communication in order to detect emergencies and accidents, 

such as falls. Our system attained high accuracy for both the 

localization and speech recognition tasks, verifying its 

effectiveness.  

Keywords-localization; multi-modal; Kinect; speech recognition; 

context-awareness; 3-D interaction 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

An assistive ambient intelligence environment is a smart 
space that aids the inhabitants with its embedded technology. 
For achieving this goal, activity recognition and emergency 
detection, performed in a natural and unintrusive way, are of 
utmost importance.  The most decisive step for effective 
activity recognition is accurate and robust person localization.  
By utilizing the location of the person in a domestic setting, the 
related activity can be derived. In addition, an elderly-oriented 
assistive environment must also be able to detect emergencies 
and accidents, such as falls, in order to issue a distress signal. 
This additional role increases requirements for information 
redundancy and reliability. Our novel system uses information 
from multiple sensors in order to ensure reliable localization of 
the inhabitant as well as emergency detection, offering speech 
recognition as a means of natural interaction. 

Applications that rely on localization such as surveillance 
and monitoring of assistive daily living (ADL) commonly use 
video cameras as an affordable and abundant source of 
information. Many approaches based on either a single camera 
or multiple cameras have been proposed in the literature. In 
single camera setups, discriminative appearance affinity 
models [1] and level-set segmentation [2] have been used for 
tracking, while other approaches based on tracking-by-
detection exist [3, 4]. In multi-camera setups, stereo-vision is 

employed in order to introduce depth perception. In [5], color 
histograms of the detected persons are used, while in [6] 
heuristic and probabilistic tracking is used to determine the 
location of a person in the 3-D space. Nevertheless, the 
segmentation and tracking problems can be very challenging, 
thus hindering the system's reliability in a camera-only setup. 
In an attempt to improve performance, multi-modal person 
localization has become a significant research area in recent 
pervasive assistive applications. Common approaches combine 
cameras with microphone arrays and other sensors for 
localization and activity detection [7], using particle filtering 
for data fusion. In addition to activity recognition, some 
systems incorporate emergency detection and most notably fall 
detection. Fall detection has triggered the interest of 
researchers, since falls account for over 75% of domestic 
accidents for adults over 75 [8]. Furthermore, over 30% of 
adults over 65 fall at least once a year [9], making them the 
most common cause of injury death [10] with a direct cost of 
$30 billion [11]. Although the vast majority of fall detection 
systems use solely cameras [12, 13], some systems use a 
combination of sensors [14]. 

Nevertheless, the use of cameras in all the aforementioned 
implementations can be considered intrusive when used 
domestically. Furthermore, fall detection systems do not 
account for other hazards that may arise in a domestic setting 
and may require additional modalities to increase reliability. 
However, our system uses the depth sensor of a Kinect device 
as the main source of localization information. This active 
sensor is able to accurately measure the position of the person 
in the 3-D space. At the same time, the video information is not 
captured, making this approach less intrusive than using video 
cameras. In addition, the Kinect device incorporates a 
microphone array capable of localizing sounds. In our system, 
we use 2 Kinect devices to capture the audio signal for both 
improving localization by introducing an additional modality as 
well as enabling natural interaction by means of speech 
recognition. Speech recognition is also used in order to detect 
emergencies independently of the localization module. 

In the following sections we will present the architecture 
and operation of our system for the person localization and 
emergency detection tasks, the experimental setup and finally 
our concluding remarks. 
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Figure 1. The Microsoft Kinect device. 

II. THE KINECT DEVICE 

The Microsoft Kinect (fig. 1) is a new device mainly used 
for gesture recognition. It is based on the PrimeSensor design 
[15] and it incorporates a color camera, a depth sensor and a 
microphone array. Depth images are acquired using the 
structured light technique. According to this method, a laser 
beam passes through a grating, and is split into different beams. 
The beams are then reflected from an object in the device's 
field of view (FOV) and captured by an infra-red sensor, 
making it possible to calculate the distance of the object using 
triangulation [16]. The microphone array is comprised of 4 
microphones, enabling sound source localization. For our 
application, we implemented the least intrusive setup possible 
by capturing data only from the depth sensor and the 
microphone array, without capturing the actual color video 
data.  

III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

The architecture of our system is modular, comprising of 3 
main components as shown in fig. 2. Communication between 
the modules is based around the Joint Architecture for 
Unmanned Systems (JAUS) [17], originally developed by the 
U.S. Department of Defense, to govern the way that unmanned 
systems are designed. The user datagram protocol (UDP) is 
used for inter-module communications, which increases the 
level of interoperability, allowing new software modules to be 
easily integrated in the system or existing modules to be 
installed on different systems. Input is provided by 2 Kinect 
devices. One of them is considered as primary, capturing both a 
stream of depth images and audio, while the secondary 
captures only audio for performing sound localization. 
Interfacing with the Kinect is carried out using the MS software 
development kit (SDK) v1.0 [18]. The 3 modules 1) skeletal 
tracking based localization, 2) audio localization and 3) 
automatic speech recognition (ASR) are described in detail in 
the following paragraphs. 

A. Skeletal Tracking Based Localization Module 

Skeletal tracking is used in our system in order to detect 
and track a person in the FOV of the sensor, as s/he moves in 
the smart space and it was implemented using the MS Kinect 
SDK. Initially, the moving person is detected, then her/his 
center of mass is determined and finally a skeletal model is 
fitted. The detected skeleton has a unique identifier for a 
specific session and is defined by the 3-D coordinates of its 20 

joints <
diX ,

diY ,
diZ >, expressed in meters.  

 

Figure 2. System architecture showing the 3 modules and 2 operation modes. 

Each joint can be at any of the three associated states: 1) 
tracked, 2) not-tracked and 3) inferred. Furthermore, two kinds 
of filters are applied to the joint coordinates due to the nature of 
the captured data, 1) high frequency jitter and 2) temporary 
spikes rejection. Although the infrastructure for tracking the 
joints of 2 skeletons and the center of mass of 4 additional 
people exists, the main scope of our system is to monitor an 
elderly inhabitant of an assistive environment when not 
supervised, so at most 2 tracked skeletons are considered. 
Localization using such skeletal tracking is very accurate and 
unintrusive since we only utilize the coordinates calculated 
from the depth sensor feed. A visualization of the operation of 
the skeletal tracker is shown in fig. 3. 

 

Figure 3. Skeletal tracking example. 

B. Audio Localization Module 

The microphone array of the Kinect is comprised of 4 
supercardioid microphones that drive 24-bit ADC's. The 
frequency response of the microphones is tailored for human 
speech and their directivity is relatively stable for these 
frequencies (1-7 kHz). Sound source localization and 
beamforming are applied to the audio signal in order to 
determine the angle of the sound source in relation to the 
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device and acquire the audio signal from that particular 
direction (fig. 4). The returned values are the sound source 
angle in degrees in relation to the axis that is perpendicular to 
the device, and a confidence level of the reported angle. 

 

Figure 4. Kinect sound source localization. 

Nevertheless, one Kinect is only capable of providing the 
angle of the sound source but not its distance, hampering 
localization accuracy. Therefore, we introduce a second Kinect 
to our system that is used solely for sound source localization 
(fig. 5). The second unit also provides an angle for the source 
of the sound, which can be used in combination with the 
previously obtained angle for accurate localization through 
triangulation. In order to do so, we need to obtain some data 
concerning the placement of the sensors. More specifically, let 
L be the distance between the two devices, A and B. Also, let

  , be the angle between the wall and the axis perpendicular 

to device A and B respectively. This angle should optimally be 
45 degrees to maximize coverage assuming the devices are 
mounted at the corners of the same wall in a square room. 
Assuming there is a sound source S detected by the two 
devices, let the corresponding detected angles be

)50,50(,   . These angles are positive when the sound 

source is estimated to be on the left side of the device and 
negative when the source is estimated to be on the right of the 
device (fig. 4). We will consider the triangle that is created, 
with A, S and B as its vertices. The altitude of the triangle that 
is passing from vertex S, divides L into a and b so that a+b=L. 
Let the length of the altitude (in our case the distance of the 
audio source/person from the wall) be

sX . Then, we can 

formulate the following equations: 

a
)tan( sX
    

b
)tan( s

BB

X
  

Since L=a+b, the final solution to the system of equations is 
given by: 
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Thus, we can calculate the precise position of the audio 
source in the 2-D layout of the room. 

Due to the nature of the sensor and propagation of sound 
waves some restrictions had to be imposed in order to ensure 
reliable location estimation. Therefore, the sound level is 
calculated for a window of 1 second and the sound source 
angles are taken into account only when the sound level 
exceeds 50dB, corresponding to a quiet conversation. This 
technique prevents inaccurate location estimation by ignoring 
low level background noise. Additionally, we only calculate the 
person's location when the confidence for both estimated sound 
source angles is more than 50%. A final and apparent 
restriction is that there must exist a solution for the equation 
system and this solution should fall within the monitored space. 
Thus, if a sound is coming from behind the sensors, or outside 
the limits of the monitored space, the location cannot be 
estimated or it is ignored respectively. This way, noises that are 
generated from external sources, e.g. a car passing-by, will not 
affect the location estimation. 

 

Figure 5. Configuration of the 2 Kinect devices for audio localization. 

C. Automatic speech recognition module 

In order to ensure natural interaction of the user with the 
system as well as effective emergency detection, we integrated 
an automatic speech recognition (ASR) module.  This module 
is built using the hidden Markov model toolkit (HTK) [19]. 
The input to this module is the audio signal captured by the 
primary Kinect. The features extracted from the audio signal 
are 13 Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) and their 
first and second derivatives in order to account for speech 
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dynamics, creating a vector of 39 features.  The models used 
are 3 state left-to-right HMMs modeling triphones. HTK is 
used for both training the models and recognizing speech. The 
module recognizes 11 words that comprise sentences 
commonly used in order to ask for help or assistance, e.g. “help 
me”, “fire”. 

IV. SYSTEM OPERATION 

As mentioned earlier the two main functions of our system 
are person localization and emergency detection. These 
functions utilize information from both the skeletal tracking 
module and the audio localization module, but the ASR module 
is only used for emergency detection purposes. The following 
sections describe the two types of operation in more detail. 

A. Person Localization 

The main source of location information is the skeletal 
tracking module. More specifically, this module detects a 
person as soon as s/he enters the FOV of the sensor and tracks 
her/him while moving in the room. The accuracy and 
robustness of the tracker is exceptional due to the nature of the 
depth sensor, so the person is tracked while standing, walking 
or even sitting. We consider the location of the person as the 
average of the 3-D coordinates of all the tracked joints, 
expressed as <

dX ,
dY ,

dZ >, where: 





20

120

1

i

did XX the mean distance from the sensor’s plane. 





20

120

1

i

did YY the mean deviation from the sensor’s axis. 





20

120

1

i

did ZZ the mean distance from the floor. 

Another source of location information is the audio 
localization module. It should be noted that the audio 
localization module is capable of estimating the location of the 

person in 2 dimensions expressed by <
sX , a >, not accounting 

for height. 

The final estimated location of the person is a result of 
combining the information from both modules. More 
specifically, when a location estimate is available from both 
modules, the average of each of the 2-D coordinates is 
calculated after proper transformation to match the 2 coordinate 
systems, while the third coordinate equals that of the skeletal 
tracking module. In the case where either of the modules does 
not return any coordinates, then the other module's coordinates 
are considered, e.g. if the person is outside the FOV of the 
depth sensor, only the audio localization coordinates are used. 
For our application, the detected activity is bound to the 
estimated location of the person. Therefore, if a person is 
standing by an appliance such as the oven or refrigerator we 
infer that s/he is using this particular appliance. 

B. Emergency Detection 

Our system is also capable of recognizing emergencies and 
due to the 3-D localization information it is very successful at 
detecting falls. In order to effectively carry out this operation, 
we utilize information from all three modules. In more detail, 

when coordinate 
dZZ  of the tracked skeleton falls below a 

predefined threshold (default is 2ft.), the system enters a stand-
by mode. While in this mode, the system detects an emergency 
if any of the following conditions is met: 

1. The ASR module recognizes that the person is asking for 
help. 

2. A loud noise is recorded. 

3. Z remains below the threshold and no sound is detected 
for a predefined period of time (default is 2 min.). 

In addition, an emergency is detected even if the system is 
not in the stand-by mode when either of these conditions 
occurs: 

1.   The ASR module recognizes that the person is asking 
for help and skeletal tracking fails to locate the person. 

2. The ASR module recognizes any of the predefined 
sentences for help repeated 3times in a 15 second window, 
independently of the status of the localization modules. 

When any of the above 5 situations is identified, an 
emergency is detected and a distress signal is issued, including 
the person's last known location, in order to request for 
assistance. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

An extensive set of evaluation experiments were conducted 
in order to fine-tune the parameters of the setup at our 
simulated assistive apartment (fig. 6). As mentioned earlier, 
two Kinect devices were used, mounted at the opposite sides of 
one of the walls, facing the entrance. The distance between the 
two devices was 175.5 inches. The axis perpendicular to the 
device points at 45 degrees towards the interior of the 
apartment, maximizing both the FOV and microphone 
coverage (fig. 7). 

 

Figure 6. An aspect of our simulated assistive apartment. 

All modules were installed on the same computer, although 
our system's implementation permits the use of separate 
computers for each one of the modules. For our experiments 
we partitioned the space in 8 different sectors, intersecting at 
the center of the room. The estimated location of the person 
was considered accurate when the coordinates fell within the 
boundaries of the corresponding sector. For our application, the 
detected activity is bound to the estimated sector. 
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Figure 7. Simulated assistive apartment layout and placement of the Kinect 

devices. 

Four individuals participated in our experiments, with 
either one or two occupying the apartment simultaneously. 
Subjects were asked to move in the apartment and perform 
every day activities. In the scenario where the space is 
inhabited by a single person, the location estimation of the 
person is always accurate as long as the person remains in the 
FOV of the sensor. Furthermore, in the event of 2 people being 
tracked, a realistic case where a caretaker or visitor is also 
present, the localization accuracy is 85% due to the people 
interacting and the resulting occlusions. In this case, person 
identification is not required, since we are primarily interested 
in the performed activities. Additional people may also be 
tracked but with reduced accuracy, however this is outside the 
scope of our system, since we aim at detecting activities and 
emergencies when the inhabitant is not supervised. Finally, the 
word accuracy of our ASR system was 94%, with low 
background noise levels. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

We presented a novel system capable of accurate and robust 
person localization and emergency detection. This system uses 
as input the depth sensor and microphone array of the Kinect 
device. Skeletal tracking and sound source localization are 
combined in order to estimate the position of the inhabitant. 
ASR is used as a natural means of interaction and in addition to 
the location information for emergency detection. The system 
was deployed in a simulated assistive environment and during 
the experiments conducted, it achieved both high localization 
and word recognition accuracy. After, confirming the 
effectiveness of our design we plan to extend it by utilizing 
depth information of additional Kinect devices for increased 
robustness and coverage. 
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